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Student Government Elections Contested
BY LAURm,, I'OKTNOY
Senior hlilor
The results of last
Thursday's election for Student
Government officers were de-
clared invalid when a member
of the SGA contested the race
duo to inconsistencies in voting
and campaigning procedures.
The election has been resched-
uled for this Thursday.
According to Student Ac-
tivities Coordinator Beth Cor-
bin, who atl vises the SGA, com-
plaints of several violations of
constitutional guidelines led to
the protest and eventual nullifi-
cation of the elections. "Wo dis-
obeyed our own election proce-
dures/' said Corbin.
Both Corbin and the con-
testing student noted specific
potential violations of proce-
dures regarding the hanging of
posters, the presence of candi-
dates in Mather Campus Center
on election day, as well as the
set-up of the voting booth. Stu-
dents voted at an open table in
Mather whereas a private vot-
ing booth was utilized in past
years. Questions about the ob-
jectivity and protocol of Elec-
tion Committee members were
also brought forward.
"It is in the best interests
of everybody if the election is
fair," said Corbin.
Although the SGA consti-
tution calls for the Election Com-
mittee to set out guidelines as to
how elections are to be run, the
.student who contested the race
noted theabsenceof anyprinted
regulations.
Vice-presidential candi-
date Sunny Asghar '94 noted
how she was, "given a verbal
outline as to the procedures I
was supposed to follow, but
nothing substantial."
Flection Committee
Chairman Jay Wise '95 said that
he and his committee were, "try-
ing as faithfully as we could to
follow the policies of the SGA. If
there is any doubt then this is
absolutely the right thing rodo."
Current SGA President
Quanti Davis said that, in order
to maintain the confidence of
those running, an interim Elec-
tions Committee Chair will be
appointed. Interim election
guidelines have been distributed
and signed by all candidates. In
addition, either a voting booth
will be acquired or dividers will
be set up to ensure voting pri-
vacy.
In general, candidates
were in favor of the decision to
nullify the results. "The SGA
has learned a lot from this. Al-
though this is a terrible inconve-
nience, many good things can
come out of it," said presiden-
tial candidate Roby n Adcock '94.
"It is definitely time to bring our
Constitution up to date."
Asghar also felt that the
procedures needed to be more
tailored to students' needs. She
noted how she was greatly af-
fected by the procedural incon-
sistencies during her campaign,
Subsequently, she commented
that, "the concerns were handled
well by the SGA and in the end,
Lottery Neais, Anxiety Builds
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
News TMtor
The housing lottery for the
1993-94 year will be held on May
4 in the Life Science Center's
Boyer Auditorium. As in past
years every eligible student has
been assigned a number which
he or she must average with any
other studcnt(s) for multiple
occupancy rooms.
The Office of Residential
Life (ORL) worked very hard to
make the process simpler and
more efficient. Kathy Duggan,
the ORL Director, and her assis-
tant Carolyn Wallach have
worked all year to make the tra-
ditionally frustrating day a little
bit more relaxing. "We have
made the document more user
friendly," said Duggan, "it was
too complicated and we tried to
streamline it a little."
Wallach added "we
wanted to explain the process a
little better to reduce some of
the anxiety."
ORL is happy that there
will be an increased availability
of good rooms. Smith, which
was initially reserved for fresh-
man last year, was eventually
used for students who did not
have housing over the summer.
This year it will be available
throughout the lottery.
Wallach had some advice
The "Jones Pits" is one of the least desirable places to SETH pl*0
live on campus. However, no upperclassmen will live there
since Jones is a freshman dorm.
to offer freshman who may be ann-Robb, and Little with a few
placed in Jackson. Duggan saidnervous about the process, "It's
a matter of showing up with
your housing contract signed
and don't panic if the housing
you want is not there," she said.
The ability to compromise and
be flexible will be mandatory to
find housing.
"Students must number
out their priorities and make
tough choices as to what they
want," Duggan said, "you have
to be realistic and decide
whether a roommate or a cer-
tain location is more important."
The majority of freshman
this year were placed in Elton,
Jackson, North Campus, Frohm-
that this would continue next
year since it has been incredibly
successful. North Campus is
slated for extensive summer
time renovations that include
the installation of an elevator
through the infamous "romper
room" to make it handicap ac-
cessible, and laundry facilities
in the basement along with
brand new furniture in all
rooms. "The construction has to
start immediately," said Dug-
gan, but she did not foresee any
problems in its completion for
the beginning of next year.
please I tint la page fl
justice will prevail. I am sure
that the second time around will
be a fair process."
"This will benefit the stu-
dents," said presidential candi-
date Marlon Quintanilla '94.
"That's why I'm running."
Justin Van Etten '96 ,the
only declared candidate for
Vice-Presiden t of Finance, wi th-
drew his candidacy Friday af-
ternoon, citing his support for a
write-in candidate with Budget
Committee experience.
"Iamempalhic to the can-
didates. Waiting is always the
worst," remarked Davis. "How-
ever, I am pleased to know that
after the re-election, we will be
able to have 100% confidence in
the results and the process."
In response to the cancel-
lation, certain steps are being
taken to alleviate the stress of
another week of a campaigning
as well as to ensure that the pro-
cess is equitable. Corbin noted
how each candidate will now
have a photocopy account so
that each one has an equal op-
portunity to advertise.
Corbin is hopeful that the
recent controversy will increase
theturnoutatthepolls. "Maybe
there will be more people who
come out to see what is going
on," she said. The 609 ballots
cast on Thursday were not
counted and subsequently
shredded.
Homosexuals and Bisexuals Lack A Voice
Issue Of Sexual Orientation
In Curaajlum Examined.
BYK1CKZEDN1K
Senior Editor
By largely neglecting Is-
sues of human sexuality. Trin-
ity College is nol performing
its educational mission to the
best of ife ability. • .,,
That is the view held by
Assistant Professor of Sociol-
ogy Stephen Valocchl,otherho*
jMosexuals, and many bisexu-
al& and heterosexuals at Trin-
ity.
Valocchi said there are
many instances when issues of
sexual orientation could enter
class discussion, but do not,
"Almost as though it is a con-
scious avoidance," he said.
•A form of unspoken peer
pressure may be working to
prevent faculty, especially jun-
ior members, from addressing
sensitive topics, such as sexual
orientation. Valocchi said, "No
on e has ever told me, 'Don't d o
that.'" Although he has never
asked for approval, he said the .
pressures are not wholJy self-
imposed. "Hhink it's external.
to the point that you don't see
anyone else doing it,"
"You dort't want to take
too many chances," Valocchi
said. "If introducing issues of
sexuality requires you to take a
chance, then structurally, that
is not a wise thing to do. If no
one signs up for our courses,
wo/re not going to keep our
jobs."
Now that he is complet-
ing his eighth year at Trinity,
Vaiocehi said he addresses is-
suesof sexuality as he sees them
relevant to course material.
When relevancy is left to
professors, Sarah Hammond
'93 found that sexual orienta-
tion is often omitted. While
many of her sociology and
woitien'ss.tudiegcqursejjcould
have dealt more with the sub-
ject, she said she had a differ-
ent experience when an in-
structor allowed students to
decide what the course would
touch on. "We voted on a num-
ber of topics we could address
and homosexuality won. I was
so psyched people were eager
to discuss the issue."
Both in and out of the
classroonvHarnmondsaidshe
lacked a guiding lesbian frame
of reference during her first
few years at Trinity. "If I had
had any positive role models,
it would have given me a clue
that it was okay," to be homo-
sexual,-
• The dearth of sources
and support has been a point
of concern for Chapin Spencer
'93 as welf. He believes the ad-
ministration should be doing
more to reach out to homo-
sexuals and bisexuals such as
himself. 'Tdon'tseefhernpub-
licizirig who the reference per-
son is for topics of sexual ori-.
entation."
Spencer believes, how-
ever, that the responsibility to
bring sexual orientation into
the campus consciousness
please turn to page 6
WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD & NATION:
Dan Anixt talks about who is re-
sponsible for the mass suicide in
Waco, Texas on page 10. Also,A.C.
Pale comments on world affairs on
page 10. Dreadnought &rnore. Read
W&N on pages lO&n.
FEATURES:
Bob Howard battles it out with Prasant
Sar over Indian Digest onpages 16 & 17.
Also, Along The Long Walk asks about
Spring Weekend, and a recipe for Dan-
ish Quiche. Features, pages 16 & 17.
ARTS:
From The Back Row reviews Indian
Summer on page 14. Also, a review of
the Whitney Museum of American
Art's Biennial Exhibition appears on
page 14. Be sure to read the Arts
section on pages 14 & 15.
SPORTS:
Women's Lax rolls on and Golfer
Brenan Monahan is the NESCAC
champion on page 24. Sailing ap-
pears on page 22, and profiles of star
players on page 20 and 21. See sports
on pages 19-24.
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eize the moment; that's what our Women's
Lacrosse team is trying to do. The Bants are
currently ranked #4 nationally in the
Women's National Collegiate Lacrosse Poll
with their unblemished 11-0 record. In the
past, the team would never have had an opportunity to test
this ranking, but a recent decision has the team setting
their sights on this year's National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Tournament, the ultimate in
intercollegiate competition. Only the NESCAC College
Presidents stand in their way.
On April 7 of this year, the Presidents of the New
England Small College Athletic Conference {NESCAC)
schools, of which Trinity is a member, voted to allow
sports teams from the conference (except football) to par-
ticipate in all NCAA Division III Tournaments, effective in
the fall of 1993.
At present, only individual athletes from the
NESCAC, representing sports such as cross country, ten-
nis, wrestling, swimming and diving, track and field,
skiing and golf, are allowed to go to the NCAA Champion-
ships.
The Women's Lacrosse team would like the new rule
to take immediate effect, however. As they continue to
destroy weaker regional competition, their coach, Assis-
tant Athletic Director Robin Sheppard, can't help but find
inconsistency in the proposed implementation of the new
policy. "What's the difference between the spring of '93
and the fall of '93?" she points out. "We are doing a
disservice to this team by not allowing them to compete
[nationally] this spring. There isn't a next year for this
year's seniors. If they don't get the chance to go now, they
never will."
Trinity, for its part, is doing all it can to send the team
to the NCAA's this spring. Yesterday, April 26, coach
Sheppard prepared a waiver requesting permission for
the Women's Lacrosse team to participate in this spring's
NCAA Tournament, if selected. Athletic Director Rick
Hazelton signed the waiver and it was sent to President
Gerety for his approval. Gerety also signed the waiver—
essentially giving the team the full backing of the College.
This was a critical hurdle, and Gerety should be ap-
plauded.
Unfortunately, the next hurdle may prove to be the
stumbling block. The NESCAC College Presidents must
now unanimously approve the waiver in order for the
team to become eligible. This would go against their
initial thinking, however. In designating the fall of 1993
as starting point for the new policy, they envisioned an
orderly and "smooth" transition for the rule change. One
can only hope they will reconsider this posture.
To reverse their position, and let the teams go to the
NCAA's is in everybody's interest. Trinity is not the only
NESCAC school with a highly touted lacrosse team.
Middlebury, Tufts, and Conn College all have teams in
the top fifteen nationally (see p. 23). In addition, Tufts'
Softball team is a NESCAC team from another sport that
could merit NCAA consideration.
The idea of a smooth transition is a poor excuse to
offer to a team at the pinnacle of its sport. The Presidents
should have realized that there is no way to make this
transition smooth. But they didn't, and this is the conse-
quence. To put this rule into effect, and not expect teams
from this season to react to it, is unrealistic and irrespon-
sible. The Presidents are obligated to let these teams—
particularly because of the seniors— have the opportu-
nity to qualify for the NCAA's. To deny them this would
only serve to contradict the reason for passing the mea-
sure to begin with.
M.G.
We at Around Trinity are
| pleased to present, for your perusal
i andapproval,thefirstannualSpring
1 Weekend Primer.
* Spring:
"The season of the year fol-
lowing winter."
* Weekend:
"The period from Friday night
to Monday morning."
Tiin-Olympics
Several sports of a decidedly
Springy bent have been seen in the
warmer climes from here to there on
campus by an eagle-eyed Around
Trin ity. Wiffle ball seems to be played
reEgiously on the south Side of cam-
pus (Elton/Jones, Jackson).
Kirk Peters and a contingent of
volleyball rnavens have taken back
the Quad (and its long-lost sibling,
the LSC quad). Other events include
the ever-present, Predominantly Tes-
tosterone Infested Softball Warriors;
Trinity Tanning Gods and God-
desses; Frisbee Fanatics (Ultimate or
otherwise); and RollerBlade™ Run-
ners. To all those who compete in the
Games, we at Around Trinity salute
you.
Coda
This weekend was an excel-
lent opportunity to see live music.
On Saturday, the closest thing that
Hartford will ever see to a
Lollapalooza occurred. In an all day
affair in the Washington Room, WRTC
sponsored a ton of bands. They included
Trinity's own Smackhead, and such "un-
derground" college rockers as Mule (from
Chicago), Moving "• "Targets;
Transylvanian Death Express, and Bob
Evans. However, the crescendo of the
evening was a 90 minute set by
fJJREHOSE. The rock and roll, funky trio
(Ed Crawford, George Hurley, and Mike
Watt) tore it up before an ecstatic crowd.
Blues Brother sort of
While the garage/grunge extrava-
ganza was ragin' full on upstairs in
Mather, the Cave was hosting other mu-
sicaltastes. "Jazz Night In the Cave" was
a mini-Lollapolooza, featuring the groups
Creative Expression, Fried Bananas, and
Truth 'n' Jazz (Trinity's own). The high-
light of the evening for those who court
celebrity, however, was a smoldering set
by Matt "Guitar" Murphy, a member of
the Blues Brothers. Around Trinity will
refrain from quoting from the classic film
of the same name starring Dan Ackroyd
and John Belushi.
cigarettes, it's dark, and we're wear-
ing sunglasses. Hit it."
Prophetic..
Around Trinity is pleased as punch
to note that one of its Magic 8 Ball predic-
tions for a Spring Weekend band was
right on the mark (although we are dis-
mayed that it didn't turn out to be an
A9BA reunion). Turn to page 5 to see the
oracle's power.
Quote Unquote
We at Around Trinity have lied.
Here is a BlueBrothers quote:
"It's 106 miles to Chicago, we've
got a full tank of gas, half, a pack of
...did you know that there
will only be one more issue of The
Tripod this semester? Next week's
issue will be put out jointly by this
semester's editorial board and the
newly elected officers for the fall.
The last issue will be published on
May 4,1993.
In The News...
Be sure to check out the ar-
ticle by RickZednik on page 9 about
the amount of alcohol that Trinity
students drink.
Also, did you hear about
Gerety's article in The Washington
Post? Even if you did, you might
want to read the article by Tim
Sullivan about it on page 9.
What's up with all those cops
at parties? Read Evelyn Hall's ar-
ticle about paying $217 for a Hart-
ford Police Officer on page 7.
Editor's Note:
Last week's editorial about
turning the President's House into a
new admissions office contained a
factual error about President
Gerety's current residence, Presi-
dent Gerety lives in the West End of
the City of Hartford, not the City of
West Hartford. The Tripod apolo-
gizes for any confusion this may
have caused. J.L.B.
offensiveormsensitive.
Tnporfasawhole.
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Student Relates Experience...
LETTERS Page 3
Dialogue Artide Naive, Considered Policy Will Benefit Students
To the Iiditor:
After rending Amy Tnlko's Dia-
logue nrticle, "A Plea for Responsibil-
ity," (April 20) 1 was disturbed by the
dangerous naivete of her argument. Amy
observes (hat "when n male professor
chats in the cave with several of his fe-
male students, people talk. When a fe-
male professor is seen eating with a male
student, people talk." Who are these
people? Unfortunately, 1 had not heard
any people talk about faculty-student
harassment until after my own experi-
ence. Perhaps if 1 had been aware that
the situation existed on campus, 1 might
have realized sooner the impropriety of
my professor's actions.
When my professor began to in-
vite me to his office, I was enthusiastic
about improving my relationship with
him. 1 was, as Amy suggests, a student
looking to "acquire invaluable tidbits of
knowledge and learn (he lessons of life,"
and was excited about "the privilege of
spending personal time with (my) be-
loved professor." As lie began to call my
room frequently, t thought his interest in
me was a bit unusual, but nevertheless
dismissed any reservations as merely an
illogical "hunch or strange vibes." Amy
proposes that female students immedi-
ately jump to unfounded conclusions; 1
believe that the reverse is true. When the
professor invited me to dinner at his
house, it was under the pretext of dis-
cussing class work. According to Amy, I
withdraw from his class, and because of
his continual harassment, I avoided ar-
eas on campus and ceased to answer my
telephone for weeks. I chose to remain
silent because I believed the policy exis t-
The proposedfaculty-student harassment policy in no way
threatens the personal relationships which are so essential to a small
academic community like ours. Rather, the delineated guidelines
free both students and faculty from needless ambiguity and worry.
should not have expected anything else
to occur. Unfortunately, something did;
he made aggressive physical advances
towards me.
Although she states that "it is a
female student's right and obligation to
practice her authority," Amy does not
explain where a student would obtain
this empowerment in the absence of a
clearly defined sexualharassment policy.
In all faculty-student relationships, even
the closest, there is an inherent inequal-
ity of power in favor of the professors.
We should be aware that before the cre-
ation of the new policy, students pos-
sessed very little of this "individual au-
tonomy" which Amy espouses. As a
result of my experience, I was forced to
Thanks To Crow For Sponsoring Fundraiser
To the Fditor:
The brothers of Alpha Chi Kho on
Friday, April 23, sponsored a Cave Dance
to benefitTrinity's Scholars Club and the
Neighborhood Posse. It was a generous
gesture and very successful. The party's
proceeds will enable us to help build the
self-esteem of the children, as well as
really give neighborhood kids a chance
to experience the extraordinary things
which our college has to offer. Trinity's
Scholars Club, as a new program, is
"sparking the intellectual development"
of the most promising children from
McDonough School. The Posse, now in
its fourth year, mentors over fifty young-
sters from Broad street, helping to change
the quality of life for their kids. Doth of
our projects are drastically underfunded
and need financial help in order to ad-
vance our programs.
We, and our participant Hartford
boys and girls, thank Crow for their sup-
port in community action, through both
their individual volunteering and co-
sponsorship of .the Cave dance,;, They
have made a impact for the kidg of Hart-,
ford.
Sincerely,
Mark Zafra '93, Founder
Trinity's Scholars Club
Jodi Falcigno '93, Director
The Neighborhood Posse
Racial Harassment Committee
Explains Reaction To Incidents
To the Editor:
Last week the Racial Harassment
Grievance Committee circulated a letter
to the Trinity Community describing two
incidents that had been brought before
our committee. Some questions have
been raised about the second incident, in
which an Indian student was the victim
of several gratuitous racial insults. We
want to clarify our response to this inci-
dent.
First, we feel that the insults that
were reported to us were egregiously
racist. We condemn insults like these
without qualification.
Second, the only reason that the
incident did not lead to formal charges of
racial harassment is that none of our
witnesses could identify the perpetrator,
owing to darkness and the fact that the
perpetrator was one of a large group of
students. Had we been able to name the
student who made these insul ts, he would
be facing formal investigation, as spelled
out in the Trinity Racial Harassment
Grievance policy. If a charge had been
filed, and if, after a formal hearing, he
had been found guilty of harassment, the
penalties could range from censure to
suspension or expulsion.
We hope this statement clarifies
our response to this incident.
Sincerely,
Racial Harassment
Grievance Committee:
April Brown,
Leslie Desmangles,
Renny Fulco,
Reggie Kennedy,
Dan Lloyd (chair),
Charles Morris,
Sonia Rai,
Nathan Sage,
Mary Thomas,
Ben Wizansky
• Write A Letter To The Editor •
The deadline is 5 p sn. on the Friday before an issue is published
Send fliem to Box 1310, or put them in the Docex server.
l l ie author's name can be withheld,
but unsigned letters will not be printed!
ing at that time was ineffective and pos-
sibly detrimental to my academic and
personal life. Amy proclaims that the
"issue of sexual harassment... is inflated
and exaggerated" on our campus. For
months, however, I heard nothing of in-
cidents similar to mine; indeed, I felt I
was alone.
Amy identifies herself as a femi-
nist, yet she ascribes to women many
hackneyed stereotypes. Reasonable
women do not misconstrue as sexual
harassment a male professor's "warm
smile, or... a sparkle in his eye," During
my time at Trinity, neither I nor the stu-
dents with whom I have discussed this
issue can recall a situation in which a
female student became paranoid or hys-
terical over the genuine concern or friend-
liness of a professor. The close relation-
ships I have shared with male professors
have been vital to my education, and I
consider my bad experience as a singular
event. If a student, however, were to
approach me with a concern about a
professor, I would not brush it off as
mere gossip.
The proposed faculty-student ha-
rassment policy in no yvay threatens the
personal relationships which are so es-
sential to a small academic community
like ours. Rather, the delineated guide-
lines free both students and faculty from
needless ambiguity and worry. If any-
thing, this policy will decrease the gos-
siping and speculation abou t which Amy
is so incensed. Furthermore, if an inci-
dent were to occur, the student has much
more control over the complaint proce-
dure than the previous policy allowed.
In Victoria Ludwin's article, "Why Don't
Our Professors Care?," she states, "I un-
derstand that throughout campuses there
has been a problem in 'questionable' stu-
dent-professor relationships, but I really
don't care." Perhaps, if more people did
care, we could resolve this issue of sexual
harassment on our campus.
Name Withheld By Request
Senior Pleads For Greater
Tolerance And Diversity
To the Editor:
I'd like to make a plea to the
Trinity community.
As I prepare to graduate, 1 look '
ahead to the future f*notipnly'mirrt,;
but the future of the College. Iseemany
changes coming—in the social life, and
in the curriculum. There is one change,
though, that I can only hope for.
I don't like to think of the people
on our campus — students, faculty,
nant heterosexual culture. We talked
about the way gay students generally
don't want to come out because they
fear being ostracized, and the way fac-
ulty won't come out because they fear
being denied tenure. Homophobia
(and racism, and classism, arid sexism)
can be overt, and it can be subtle. It's
all the same, and it's rampant here.
I do see signs of hope. E.R.O.S.
has formed and is vocal. People are
beginning to talk, to discuss. Most of
I'd like to see Trinity known for something other than the party
scene and the beautiful student body. I'd love to see Trinity
known for its tolerance and understanding and support—and
diversity.
staff, administration — as racist, or as
sexist, or as classist, or as homophobic.
But, I know better. I have eyes and
ears, and I'm frightened and saddened
by what I see and hear.
I'd like to see Trinity known for
something other than the party scene
and the beautiful student body. I'd
love to see Trinity known for its toler-
ance and understanding and support
— and diversity.
The Elms Community, the
Women's Studies Committee, and
E.R.O.S. (Encouraging Respect of
Sexualities) sponsored a faculty-stu-
dent discussion on sexual orientation
in education on Thursday night. There
was a small turn-out: 15 people, evenly
mixed between students and faculty/
staff/ administration. We talked about
the homophobia on campus—the way
the gay/lesbian/bisexual population
is silent — is silenced — by the domi-
the community wore blue jeans in sup-
port of all sexual orientations. That's
all a leap in the right direction, but
there are still miles to travel.
This can't come solely from the
students, and it can't come solely from
the faculty and administration. We
have to work together to engender a
supportive environment. We're all a
part of this community. But we're also
all individuals, That's the beauty of a
liberal arts college. Isn't it a shame that
the individuals are being forced toblend
in with the "majority"?
Let's change this place. We don't
need to be Wesleyan. We need to be
Trinity. But we need to be a more
tolerant Trinity. We can do it. I know
we can. Please, wear your blue jeans
every day.
Sincerely,
Pamela K. O'Kane '93
Polio/ Concerning Letters To The Editor.
"Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripal must be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday preceding
publication the following Tuesday. Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular individual.
No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after
a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not publish any Setter the Editors judged to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this paper. Please Jimit all Setters to five-hundred words. Vie
Trinity Tripod reserves the right .to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
Any letters composed on a Macintosh may be submi tted to The Trinity Tripod through the DocEx
server in the General Resources zone of the Trinity College network. Letters may also be submitted on
disk. . •__• .
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Class Of 1993: This Is Your life
As we count down our final days before commence-
ment, we are sure to wax nostalgic. In doing so, we rnay be
surprised with how much Trinity has changed since our
arrival 1,339 days ago.
A young, yet-to-be-inaugurated President greeted us
when we moved in on August 27,1989. As the first class to
share four years with Tom Gerety 'neath the elms, today we
can look back with mutual pride at our accomplishments.
Most obvious to the eye are the physical additions
which have benefited athletes as much as anyone. We no
longer have to worry about spraining an ankle in a rut on a
clay outdoor track. Eight swimmers, rather than four, can
now compete simultaneously with divers in the new pool.
Recently completed squash courts have treated our Division
I teams to the state of the art.
Academics have been directly aided as well. Construc-
tion of the Math, Computing, and Engineering Center meant
essays are no longer conceived in Hallden's dim confines.
With increased space and resources came enhanced technol-
ogy in the form of the campus-wide computer network.
Communication amusement has boomed with the emer-
gence of both Broadcast and Meridian phone mail.
Computer exodus allowed Barnes & Noble, successor
o Follett, to open Gallow's Hill Bookstore. Likewise, by
moving the Math and Engineering departments, Religion
and Philosophy came to the campus center and abandoned
he still-vacant edifice at 70 Vernon Street.
The complexion of the north side of campus has
mproved with opening of the Smith Alumni House and the
Bistro and a face lift for the English building. Over the last
hree years, the Bistro ousted a convenience store, which
had taken the place of a snack bar.
Marriott has spun wonders on both ends of campus.
:our years ago, there were no yogurt machines, woks,
waffle irons, pasta, grill or wellness lines in the dining room.
Now tha t we can ingest ham, turkey, and roast beef every
day, we wonder what used to sustain us.
In addition to dining upgrades, Matherhas seen
meliorated safety efforts with the hiring of Brian Kelly, Erin
Olson, and Charles Moms and the implementation of call
boxes, bicycle patrolmen, and Guardian Bantams,
Other changes in Mather included Wean relinquishing
his lounge to the practical Student Life Resource Center and
laundry service setting up shop in a basement closet.
In our time, several controversial policy decisions
were made on challenging issues. The racial harassment
grievance procedure was tested in its debut year by an
accusation of racism against Nation of Islam Minister Don
Mohammad. Three years later the campus was again
cocked, this rime by the announcement thai Greeks would
have to be co-educational by September 1995.
Provoking perhaps slightly less debate were the
official end to mid-week parties and President Gerety's
decision to live off campus.
Also shifting to residences more isolated from the rest
of campus were student musicians and community volun-
teers and the entire freshman class. -
Recalling yet more adjustments, we note the Handbook
ost its face value; Mather quad gained Peter B's and stinky
trees; and Dean Rosenstock became Dean Thomas.
Only with hindsight do we seniors recognize much
has changed before our eyes. Trinity will never again be the
same.
Students are re-
minded they are to empty
their lockers in the Ferris
Athletic Center by Friday,
May 7,1993 arid return ath-
letic equipment, lock and
towels to the equipment
room. Have a good Sum-
mer!
T o m o y o
Wakamatsu's '93 senior
recital will be held in the
Chape] on April 27, Tues-
day at 8:00 p.m. She will be
playing various pieces of
music from the Baroque
period and the French Ro-
mantic Period. All are en-
couraged to attend.
Tuesday, May 4,1993,
Ferris Athletic Center—
Undergraduate Science
Symposium-Undergradu-
ate Research Posters: Biol-
ogy, Biochemistry, Chem-
istry, Computer, Engineer-
ing, Math, Physics, Psychol-
ogy, Neuroscience, Inter-
disciplinary Science Pro-
gram Presentations from
the Connecticut High
Schools Science Fair. Post-
ers Displayed 9:00-3:30
p.m. Authors Present 9:00-
11:00 p.m. Refreshments
will be available*
Saturday, May 8,1993
at 8:00 p.m. The Sounding
Board will sponsor a folk
concert at First Church of
'Christ Congregational, 12
South Main street, West
Hartford, CT. Featuring
Gordon Bok, Ed Trickett &
Ann Mayo Muir. Admis-
sion $12, $11 for members.
For more information, call
632-7547.
Honors Day will be
held on Friday, May 7, in
the Trinity Chapel at 3:30
p.m. At 3 'o clock there will
be organ preludes by Rich-
ard Guerriere '96, Tomoyo
Wakamatsu '93 and
Michael Zadig'95. Do come
to support your peers who
will be performing and re-
ceiving awards.
Sunday, May 2 at 1:30
p.m. The Trinity Commu-
nity will once again join
with other residents of
Chapel Happenings ',
April 27-May 3
Tuesday- 5:00 p.m. Crypt Chapel and Evening
. Prayer/ 8<00" p.m^ Senior Orga,%J0i,iif!J|a)^s|^
Tomoyo Wakamatsu '93
Wednesday- 5:00 p.m. Friendship Chapel and
Evening Prayer, 5:30 p.m. Carillon Class
Chapel Singers'Spring Concert
Thursday- 5:00 p.m, Friendship Chapel and
Evening Prayer
Sunday- 5:00 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass: The
Reverend Raymond Smialowski, 7:00 p.m. Holy
Eucharist-the Reverend Nancy Charles, Chap-
lain
Monday-12:30 p.m. The Other Trinity Pipes,
5:00 p.m. Friendship Chapel and Evening
Prayer, 7:30 p.m. Music Department Student
Recital
DAMAGE (R)
MY NEW GUN (R)
PRASANT'SPIK
THE OAK (NR)
WE^THUR^FRI 7:30
FRI,SAT 950
SUN,MON,TUES 7:30
Hartford for the annual
Walk Against Hunger. The
walk, a 4.1 mile city stroll
begins and ends at the cor-
ner of Broad and Capital.
The walk provides much
needed funds for the hun-
gry and homeless. Accord-
ing to Foodshare, Inc., in
Greater Hartford more than
200,000 meals are provided
to hungry children,
women, and men each
month.
The numbers of
people who are hungry or
at risk of hunger have in-
creased dramatically in re-
cent years. According to
one estimate, over 10,000
children are affected in the
city of Hartford alone.
Every donation, and every
walker can help.
Students can get
walker sign-up forms and
information in the Commu-
nity Service office on the
second floor of Mather. If,
however, the inertia of
Spring Weekend keeps you
on campus, you can still
participate vicariously by
sponsoring a walker. As
always, Trinity Faculty will
beput in force, so ask your
favorite if you can make a
donation.
If your favorite pro-
fessor isn't walking, con-
tact either Corrie Foster at
x2383 or Dan Lloyd at
x2528 to identify a walker
to support.
Whether with your
feet Or with your wallet,
your support will make a
difference to Hartford's
hungry and homeless.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING—
Earn $2,000+/month and
world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer
and Career employment
available. No experience
necessary. For employ-
ment program call 1 -206-
634-0468 ext. C5079.
HELP WANTED—
The Princeton Review
seeks a highly motivated,
well-organized and ex-
tremely personable self-
starter to serve as a part-
time on-campus market-
ing representative.
You will be given the
opportunity to put your
marketing skills and cre-
ativity to work. Efforts will
be rewarded with com-
petitive pay, performance
bonuses and many other
valuable incentives. Call
Sandy Harper 1-800-
442-7737 for more infor-
mation.
Earn $50O-$1000 Weekly—
stuffing envelopes. Fordetails,
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE, 57 Greentree
Dr.,Ste.307Dover, DE19901
..TCAC Presents.
F r i d a y : 4-ll PM. Student Bands on the Cave Patio
in conjunction with The Music Dorm
Saturday.* 12-4 PM. Fun Fair for children of the
communities on the LSC Quad.
S u n d a y : 1 PM. Concert on LSC Quad
Featuring:
BLACK SHEE
Violent Femmes
NO Glass Bottles or Kegs at Sunday's Concert!
Rain locations are: The Cave For The Bands On Friday, And
The Field House For The Fun Fair And Sunday Concert.
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Freshman Orientation Improved
Tear One' To Better Orientation
BY MATT HENRY
Copy Editor
Incoming freshman will
soon undergo the "Year One"
freshman orientation program.
This program, one of six imple-
mentation groups to help carry
out the Strategic Plan, was co-
chaired by Dean Thomas and
Dean Wagget. Twelve people
formed (five of which were stu-
dents) the group which began
work in February.
The aim of the project,
according to Dean Wagget, was
"to think of ways to make f resh-
inan year more fulfilling, stimu-
lating, and a better growth ex-
perience."
As a result, the Freshman
Orientation may see some
changes in several areas. The
Freshman Seminar program
may be extended from one to
two semesters. Also, some
FreshmanSerninar classes might.
share housing. The idea behind
these changes is that the stu-
dents get a fuller experience of
the seminar, as well as belter
interaction with students and
faculty.
Housing might also in-
clude the mixing of Freshmen
with Upperclassmen. This idea
follows with the question that
tlie "Year One" committee has
asked of how to use Upperclass
students to help Freshman.
Mixing of Freshman and Up-
perclassmen would introduce
new students to more experi-
enced members of the commu-
nity.
This idea might be used
with the much spoken-about
idea for student empowerment
in dorm governance. This would
remove the administration from
the duties of enforcingrules over
dorms. Instead, students might
have more control over the dor-
shops, especially on issues such
as Gender Relations." These
workshops will be dorm based",
and most likely facilitated by
RA's. Intensive programs may
be held over reading weeks for
Freshman.
One final change in the
orientation program might be
the implementation of leader-
The aim of the project, according to Dean
Wagget, was "to think of ways to make fresh-
man year more fulfilling, stimulating, and a
better growth experience."
mitory and its rules.
Another possible change
in the housing program for
Freshman may include a change
in the RA program. "RA's will
be more like writing instructors,
computer instructors, peer coun-
selors, and RA's on top of that,
something like a super RA,"
Dean Wagget said.
An extension of the cur-
ren t orienta tion program will be
a more detailed introduction to
thecityofHartford. Insteadofa
two day tour, new students will
be kept informed of things hap-
pening in Hartford during the
year. Information on exhibits,
musical productions, and other
cultural activities may help to
keep new students interested in
the city around us.
Dean Thomas said of an-
other change, "we're going to
try and extend program work-
ship workshops, which will
probably be put forth by the
Student Activities office.
The nature of these work-
shops has not yet been fully as-
certained, but it can be expected
that they follow through on
some of the workshops and
speakers that have been a part
of the orientation program be-
fore. Incoming Freshman will
still be encouraged to be in-
volved in community service.
Also, students will be reminded
to take advantage of the com-
puter network on campus. One
of the goals of the Strategic Plan
is to have all or most of Trinity's
students own a network acces-
sible computer.
"We wanted to make this
more than orientation," said
Dean Wagget. Some of these
changes may come as early as
next year.
BY EVELYN HALL
Writer
The technological ad-
vancements of the2tst century
have now entered into the Tritv
ityCoilegeadmtssions process
with the possibility of filing
computerized applications.
According to David
Borus, Dean of Admissions
and Financial Atd, rhenewpro-
cess is "just getting off the
ground/'
It is sponsored by the
College Link Company, 1992
wag a charter year of this new
method, and after a successful
first run, other coEeges have
shown interest in this break-
through. Trinity included.
When using the comput-
erized applications, students
payartinitfcd fee toCollege Link,
and Link sends a disk with the
applicationfarthestttdents' col-
lege choices on it back to them.
The students then fill out
the applications on coovrnttet,
and Link sends either a hard
copy (paper) application or disk
containing the applicalionto the
chosen schools. Atpresent,Trin-
ity is not equipped to accept the
disks.
According to Dean Borus,
this is just "one more alterna-
tive" for the students. Al-
though the computerized ap-
plications are not completely
implemented in the Trinity ad-
missions process, "Trinity k
keeping an eye on it/' Borus
feels that"in thef uture we will
see more of these comp ulers"
and that admissions at large
colleges "will have paperless
offices in 10*15 years."
As far as normal admis-
sions, Trinity has seen an in-
crease of 7% Ihis year over last
year, in other words, a rise of
200 applications.
please turn to page 7
Need To Address Broader Sexual Issues
continued front page 1
should be shared.
He said faculty can do so
by way of their courses, admin-
istrators through the provision
of resources, and students in the
social environment. "I don't ex-
pect Jan Cohn to go to frat par-
ties. By the same token, I don't
expect students to go to curricu-
lum planning meetings," he
said.
As Trinity's Dean of the
Faculty, Cohn acknowledged
that although sexuality is being
addressed in pockets around
campus, the faculty can and will
give the issues more attention.
"I absolutely believe the curricu-
lum needs to reflect what's go-
ing on in society," she stated.
"Otherwise you become a fos-
sil."
Cohn said that more fo-
cus must be given to sexual ori-
entation, Latin American and
Asian American studies, "not
just to be groovy," but because
students are suffering from a
lack of exposure.
Increased exposure may
come slowly to Trinity and Cohn
surmised thatTrinity is unlikely
to ever implement a separate
gay and lesbianstudies program
or to hire professors with exclu-
sive expertise in the field.
Sexual orientation is more
apt to gain recognition through
shifts in the syllabus, and Cohn
said a new study group is the
first step to such initiatives.
The study group, which
is composed of about 20 faculty
and staff from across campus
was organized by English Pro-
fessor Paul Lauter and will con-
vene next academic year.
Preparing to look into
what Lauter called "an enor-
mously expanding field of
study," the group will help ad-
vance campus efforts to a point
where Trinity is dealing with
sexuality as much as Wesleyan,
a university Lauter described as
"more developed than most."
Whether developing
Trinity's curriculum involves
forming new courses or inte-
grating more gay and lesbian
topics into existing courses,
sexual orientation would gain
prominence in Trinity's collec-
tive consciousness.
However it is done, En-
glish Lecturer Michelle Cliff,
emphasized theneed forencour-
aging dialogue,
"The silence has to bebro-
ken," she said. "Sexuality has to
be de-mystified. Take the fear
out of it."
Cliff expressed her faith
that through discussion, more
Trinity students would accept
and feel comfortable with dif-
ferences in sexual orientation.
"Studentsaremoretolerantand
sophisticated than they are given
credit for."
VLB Days Aid Class
Of 1997's Decision
3Y PATRICK GINGRAS
yfaos Writer
As the class of 1997 be-
gins to take shape, the Admis-
sions Office is making every
jffort to insure that those pro-
spective students admitted for
the fall have a complete under-
standing of Trinity before de-
ciding on their college plans.
One of the ways in which Ad-
missions does this is by invit-
ing those admitted to the Col-
lege to spend a comprehensive
day on campus.
Annually, the Admis-
sions Office sponsors what is
known as "V.I.P. Days" for pro-
spective students to take an-
ither look at Trinity. Eachpro-
ipeclive is asked to choose one
>f three days offered in mid-
April. This year's event oc-
lowed, where representatives
from each academic and ad-
ministrative department were
available for discussion.
In the afternoon, two
panels were held, one for stu-
dents and one for parents. The
panel for students consisted of
around seven Trinity students
talking about their experiences
at Trinity and answering per-
spectives' questions. The one
for parents was led by Dean
Winer, some of his staff and
some students, and consisted
of talks on every aspect of Trin-
ity. The days ended with more
campus tours for those who had
not seen all of campus.
Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid David Borus said
that this year's attendance was
very strong, with over 350 pro-
spective students attending
Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid
David Borus said that this year's attendance
was very strong, with over 350 prospective
students attending V.I.P. Days.
curred on April 13,14, and 15.
The days are designed to
show those invited and their
families every aspect of Trinity.
Thoughmost prospectives have
visited the campus in the past,
the event is of particular inter-
est to those who have not.
The days were jam-
ith' activities, which
included many Trinity volun-
teers. When guests arrived on
the morning of their chosen day,
they were greeted with an ad-
dress from President Gerety.
Then they chose from a variety
of activities, including College
classes, campus tours, and
workshops by different aca-
demic departments.
A well-attended lunch in
the Washington Room fol-
V.I.P. Days. Overall, with per-
spectives and their families, the
College was host to over 800
people spread out over the three
days.
Dean Borus also said that
the help of the several hundred
Trinity volunteers who partici-
pated in the event was much
appreciated.
Acceptances of admis-
sion are slowly coming in, ac-
cording to Dean Borus. V.I.P.
Days help prospective students
decide on their college, said
Borus. "We want them to maki
a well-informed decision."
The deadline for accept-
ing admissionisMayl,atwhicl
time the efforts of the Admis-
sions Office will come to frui-
tion.
PHI BETA KAPPA
After six and seven semesters, the following
students have been elected to the Beta of
Connecticut. The final initiation will be on
May 22 after senior grades are compiled.
Shannon J. Almeida
Thomas M. Antinerella
Alexandra Campbell
Anthony J. Canata
Alfred R. Casella
Dora M. Castro Nunez
Maureen A. Duff
Nancy E. Gill
Teresa A. Griffin
William H. Grogan
Elizabeth A. Gurevich
JaredP.Haller
Erika M. Heise
David C. Herr
Marjorie E. Johnson
Edward P. Kazarian
Karalyn Kinsella
Kimberly A. Lounder
Anthony Macaluso
Renee C. Mailloux
Dana D. Meachen
Deborah E. McBride
Sarah K. Moldenhauer
Daniel J. Novak
Pamela K. O'Kane
Samantha R. Rabetz
Jennifer L. Saunders
Eric J. Shafer
John E. Simsarian
Ellen K. Skowronski
Jason M. Slavick
Britt M. Stockton
AmyL. Tatko
Rachel Totman
Kevin P. Travis
Sze-Hang D. Tsang
Jiaynani Wallace
Heather L. Walsh
Wei Zhu
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Police Required At All Fraternities To
Increase Safety And Decrease Violence
BY EVELYN HALL
News Writer
The social scene at Trinity
has taken on yet another new
cha nge wi Ib the implements tion
of police officers being present
at every open party on campus.
"I've had it with brawls,"
claimed Dean of Students Dr.
David Winer at a recent inter-
view. He also expressed con-
cern about the recent problems
that had been plaguing various
parties around campus.
Reaction to this new mea-
sure from the student body is
mixed. From the fraternities'
points of view, the measure isn't
horrible, but the price tag is
steep, at $217 for a police person
in a given night. All the fraterni-
ties around campus must fol-
low this rule, and pay for the
police officer for their party.
Obviously, the students' safety
is important to the fraternities,
but the money does hurt.
According to Dean Winer
the new rule was not meant to
hurt the fraternities but meant
to protect all the people who
attend their parties. The fights
are not necessarily started by
students of Trinity, sometimes
there are friends visiting from
other schools or brothers and
sisters of students who might
be causing the problems.
If a huge fight breaks out,
BETH PIROEach fraternity is now required to hire a Hartford
Police Officer at the price of $217 per party.
There have also been ternities have to pay whatever
problems with getting the par-
ties broken up without incident,
as numerous fights have broken
out when parties are just end-
ing, not even inside the specific
houses.
There will be thirteen po-
lice officers at the concert at
Spring Weekend, so security
measures are definitely being
taken to insure a safe time for
everyone at the parties.
Alpha Chi Rho President
Joe Holstead '94 agreed that
safety is a very important issue
wherepartiesareconcerned. He
understands the college trying
to keep its image up. One com-
plaint he had about the new
policy however was that the fra-
the going rate is that Trinity picks
out. In other words, the frats
can't look around for their own
police officer and maybe find a
more economically manageable
alternative.
"The police person's pres-
ence w ill be better than the gen-
eral fighting which occurs now,"
agreed Associate Dean of Stu-
dents Kirk Peters. He felt that
alcohol played a large part in
the fighting too, and that stu-
dents might need help in break-
ing up the fights.
Dean Peters summarized
the school's feelings in one sen-
tence "the police officers are not
to break up the parties, they are
to protect the students."
there might not be enough ca-
pable people around at the time
to stop the fighting. While there
are many responsible people in
attendance at these functions,
alcohol does play a part in im-
pairing people's actions.
Fiieshmen
Applications
continued from page 5
Record turn outs have
beenseenat:the"V.I.P. Days."
These are three days set aside
for accepted students to look
around the campus and make
their final decisions.
Trini ty applica tions are
on the rise and modern tech-
nology is being slow ly added,
making for an exciting and
extremely busy time in the
Trinity College admission
process.
ft"6XF<3Rt>
HEALTH
PIANS
Open
Interviewing
Day
Wednesday
M a y W, 1 . i 9 ? 3 ••:..•
9 a m - 4pm
Radissori Tata
Starhford, GT ;V
Guardian Bantams Patrol
BY MATT HENRY .... Aid office about the idea and
CopyEdiiar, , , .v . -, .* • . - . , ggttgj^yijtfia budget, which;.
" "was Submitted to SGA,they :
Trinity's new walking reviewed the proposal and it
escort service, the Guardian was.passed. '
Bantams,began taking calls the SGA supplied equip-
weekbeforespringbreak. This ment, which the walkers
new escort has now offered a donned after springbreak, and
new measure of safety for the Brian Kelly of Campus Safety-
campus and its students. Carl supplied radios. The Office of
Marshall '94, who organized Residential Life supplied two
the service, had begun work- rooms as a base of operations,
ing on fheprojectaround mid- "A lot of people helped to get
February, [the Guardian Bantams]
"Atfirstitwas discussed started/' Marshall said,
at SGA about why people The walkers patrol the
didn't like the shuttle, and a area around New Dorm and
walkingescorlwasproposed," theareabetweenWheatonand
said Marshall. Efforts to start Jackson. The office takes calls
the program were aided by andaradiodispatchercontacts
many of the various offices on the escorts, who walk the caller
campus. Marshall contacted from door to door. There are
Dean Winer and the Financial please turn to pai-e S
Career Opportunities * * *
A re you interested in a company where your
J \ voice will be heard?... in a company that
- ^ * - rewards its employees for making things happen!
Y fso, choose Oxford Health Plans, one of
I America's fastest growing managed care
•*" companies.
Oxford Health Plans is a regional corporation providing a full range
of innovative and managed health care services to over 140,000
membeis in New Yotk, New Jersey and Connecticut. Expanding
at the rate of 60% each year - we are the 33rd fastest growing
company in America.
Now is the time to join us. We have recently created career
opportunities for individuals to grow with us as we expand into
various new healthcare frontiers. We cordially invite you to meet
our recruiters, speak to key members of our managed care team
and attend our mini-seminare scheduled for 12:00 and 3:00 pm at our
Open Interviewing Day.
RSVP by: May 1,1993 - 1-800-444-6222 X 2264
The stories iQhich you are about to read are taken directly from
the files of Trinity College's Department of Campus Safety. The
names of those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the
innocent and the guilty. Please note that all suspects are innocent
until proven guilty in a court of law. This feature of the News section
is designed to better inform the College community of the day to day
work of Gampus Safety officers.
Dull Days
According to DCS-BK, there were no incidents reported
to Campus Safety. The Security Blotter was truly shocked to hear
this fabulous factoid, and would like to point out how peaceful
our lives would be if every weekend was incident free. DCS-BK
pointed out that this may be in part due to the presence of
Hartford Police officers at all fraternity parties (See article to the
left for more on this).
SpringWeekend SWAT
No, the SWAT team will not be present at Spring Week-
end, but Campus Safety has assembled its own SWAT team of
sorts. DCS-BK said that the Hartford Police will be present in
numbers on Sunday afternoon for the bands on the quad. He
said that, "Thirteen Hartford Police officers and 6 additional
Campus Safety officers will be on duty," for the festive, fun,
free-for-all. DCS-BK added that he is "Optimistic that, as last
year, things will be peaceful and enjoyable."
Bikers Bagged
Two juvenile non-students were detained "after disre-
garding warnings concerning bikes on campus." According to
Campus Safety, when the individuals were confronted by Cam-
pus Safety personnel, the juveniles "became belligerent and
threatening." The two were detained and handed over to the
Hartford Police.
dock Criminals
The grandfather clock in the faculty club was discovered
damaged on April 19, DCS-BK speculated that someone may
have tried to purloin the prized possession.
Transportation Tarnished
A welcoming, white Chevrolet had its vent window
busted while it was pleasantly parked in the St. Anthony Hall
parking lot. Nothing was taken from the credible car.
Plates Pilfered
Some mischievous member of our society has been pur-
loining lovely license plates from quiet cars on campus. In the
serene Summit C lot someone stole the license plate from a 1980
Pontiac. The pleasant Pontiac received no damage in the April
25 attack. Also, a vibrant Volkswagen was violently stripped of
its plate also when it was residing in a driveway near Park
Place. You know, speaking of driveways, some have asked
"Why do you park in a driveway and drive in a parkway?" The
Security Blotter has mused over this question and is truly unable
to explain this phony phenomenon.
Fire Frenzy
There was a plethora of fire alarms last weekend. In New
Dorm,arebelliousself-proclaimed repairman tookmatters into
their own hands and removed a smoke detector from the ceiling
in the hallway. The missing detector signaled the alarm and the
building was evacuated at 1:59 am on the April 24.
Another fire alarm occurred at 12:59 AM on Saturday
night when some wretched person in Wheaton pulled the alarm
on the first floor.
Finally, the fire alarm in Jones went off on Friday after-
noon. It was caused by a malfunction in the boiler room.
Written and conipilotl by Jini Ban-
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'Writing On-Line/ New
Computerized Class
BY CLIFF PULLER •
Production Manager
Imagine a course at Trinity that
took place in your room, You would
never have to leave your room to pass in
assignments, talk with the professor, or
engage in class discussions with your
peers. You would also never be late for
class.
Beginning next fall, such a course
is being offered a I Trinity Col lege— in an
innovative union of computer technol-
ogy, teaching, and education.
Beverly Wall, Director of the Writ-
ing Center, and Dirk Kuyk, Professor of
English, have introduced "Writing I:
Writing On Line" into the college cur-
riculum for the Fall 1993 semester. In this
pilot program, there will be no conven-
tional lectures or regular class meetings.
Instead, the entire course will be taught
via computer correspondence.
Students who are on the "Net-
work" can complete assignments and
receive feedback from classmates or in-
structors from their own dorm room, the
Computer Center, or virtually anywhere
on campus that has access to a "net-
worked" computer.
Ms. Wall is excited about the
course, and its unique format. "We are
hoping that this experiment will be both
fun and worthwhile for students," she
said. She also emphasizes thatcomputer
literacy is not required- simply a desire
to write (or, more appropriately, type).
The idea for such a venture engen-
dered from a conversation that Ms. Wall
and Professor Kuyk had about writing
and, ultimately, computers. Both of them
front of computer technology on cam-
pus— and that the resources that the
"Network" had made available were not
fully being utilized educationally.
Therefore, "Writing On Line" has
combined "state of the art" computer
riage whose creativity should make learn-
ing more stimulating. "This class will
make writing more accessible to students,
and will attract students who may not
normally be interested," said Ms. Wall.
Although the structure of the
course is still very loose, Ms. Wall and
Professor Kuyk have a definite plan in
mind. The class will meet once at the
start of the semester to explain the tech-
nical aspects of using the computer to
communicate with other students and to
complete assignments.
Components of the course include
"electronic discussion groups," where
students can receive peer evaluations of
their work in progress, or simply engage
in thoughtful dialogue. Another class
meeting will be scheduled at the close of
the semester, to "wrap-up" and evaluate
the experience as a whole. And Profes-
sor Kuyk and Ms. Wall will also be avail-
able "outside" of class, if a student feels
the need to speak with an instructor in
person and not with a computer moni-
tor.
What makes "Writing On Line"
especially innovative is it's approach to
the teaching of writing. In this format,
writing permeates all aspects of the
course. The process of writing a paper
will not be as isolated an under taking for
the student, because the student will be
writing for a defined audience— one
which will provide assistance and con-
structive criticism.
If the "experiment" proves suc-
cessful, there is no telling what its rami-
fications at Trinity (and elsewhere) will
be. "It's just not happening at a lot of
other colleges," said Ms. Wall of "Writ-
ing On Line." Perhaps the future is here,
at Trinity College.
"Writing On Line" is not in the
course listings booklet, due to last-minute
scheduling. The class can accommodate
20-30 students. Those interested in "Writ-
ing On Line" can contact Ms. Wall or
technology and college writing— a mar- Professor Kuyk.
Walking Escorts Continue
continued from page 6
currently two pairs of walkers patrolling
on a shift.
The escorts are clearly visible from
a distance, which has improved the feel-
ing of safety on campus. "The new jack-
ets and the flashlights make the Bantams
a visible presence on campus," said
Marshall of the walkers. About 140 es-
corts were given on the first week that
the service ran, which is evidence that
the community has welcomed the Ban-
tams as a good alternative to the shuttle.
There are approximately 60 people
currently working on the project, and
according to Marshall, more have come
Chapel Singers
Spring Concert
Tomorrow Night,
Wednesday, April 28
7:30 -8:30 PM
In The Chapel
FREE Admission
Gonzo Group Art Exhibition
The Cool; Basement hosted aa art show last Thursday, Amidst the music of
Betty, students displayed art In all different media ranging from a mailbox
with »ails through it named "Butch" to photography to more traditional
paintings. The (lonzo Group plans to host other exhibits in the future.
Housing Lottery Approaching
continued from page 1
A few changes have been made
this year. Jackson will no longer be the
science dorm while the Wellness dorm
has switched locations with the Latin
American Experience (from Park Place
to Wiggins). The Music Dorrn will re-
main in Boardwalk and Doonesbury will
still house PRAXIS.
Since housing is guaranteed for
four years, ORL has a series of contin-
gency plans to accommodate those who
do not get rooms in the general lottery.
On May 10, there will be an infor-
mal lottery for those rooms that became
available after the lottery. "It's for people
who did not get rooms and for those who
did but want to change," said Wallach.
One m.ust fill out a priority list and the
rooms will then be assigned by lottery
numbers.
There will still be some without
housing come summer time, but Dug-
gan reassures everyone that "there hasn't
been an August yet when upperclass-
men were forced off campus for hous-
ing/'
The summer housing process is a
little different than the other lotteries.
"We need a list of preferences and where
we can reach you over the summer," said
Wallach, "after you sign a contract with
me as your proxy, I'll then call you over
the summer to see if you want to accept
the housing." She continued to say that
the list is usually rather extensive with a
choice between single and multiple oc-
cupancy residences. However, if one
refuses the housing choices they will then
be placed at the very bottom of the list.
The last concern of ORL was for
those students who willbe studying away
in the fall. A mini-lottery is held in
November in which the student study-
ing away must appoint a proxy to obtain
housing for him. "We try to accommo-
date students who go away," said Dug-
gan, "residents in multiple occupancy
rooms are allowed to prioritize if they
have a vacancy. As for the rest of the
students, it all depends on the availabil-
ity of the rooms."
Wallach offered some final words
of soothing advice, "those who panic
usually end up with the good housing
anyway.''
expressing an interest in participating
with the group. Beth Corbin, Student
Activities Coordinator, expressed a lot of
enthusiasm over the project. "It was a
really good response for the first.week,"
she said. The program should enjoy
some longevity, as several Freshman
currently help to run it. "Hopefully, they
will take over when I graduate," said
Marshall.
The Guardian Bantams offer the
campus a new measure of security, one
that should make students a little more
comfortable on campus. To reach the
Guardian Bantams, call the dispatcher at
x2555.
Northam Towers contains prime housing. BETH PIKO
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Trinity, Vendors Ready For Spring Drinking Frenzy
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Senior Editor
Those who concern themselves
with Trinity students' alcohol consump-
tion year after year—including College
administrators and neighborhood ven-
dors—sny they have learned to expect
certain rights of spring.
As students' school work winds
down, their drinking behavior gets
wound up, and as the weather gets
warmer, the drinks get colder. As fewer
and fewer days remain before vacation,
more students tend to drink more beer.
Anticipating an increase in the
volume of alcohol purchased by students
each April and May, local package stores
fortify their stock of kegs, bottles and
cans.
likewise, Campus Safely braces
itself for outdoor parties, Spring Week-
end, and Senior Week by raising its own
level of alertness and bringing more city
police to campus.
Just as it did last year, Trinity Col-
lege Activities Council will pay nearly
$3,000 for a contingent of 13 I Jartford
police officers to help maintain order
while bands perform on the I .ife Science
Quad this Sunday.
"An ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure," said TCAC President
John Lane '93, who added that the deci-
sion for heightened enforcement is made
by Campus Safety Director Brian Kelly.
Spring Weekend will be only one
of Kelly's concerns before students de-
part May 24. Already, Campus Safely
has been confronted with several parties
spilling out on to the Main Quad from
Northam Towers and Jarvis. While em-
phasizing his department needs to en-
force the College policy of no alcohol in
public, Kelly said it can be counter-pro-
ductive to try to move kegs and a mass of
students indoors. ;
Kelly said students consume more
alcohol toward the end of each academic
year than they do at the beginning of
each year because, "Kids are trying to
compress a lot of things into a short
period of time."
Bob Ferris, who operates D&D
Package Store at 417 New Britain Av-
enue, offered another explanation. "Beer
consumption is directly related to
wealher/'hesaid. Even Spring Weekend
drinking can be tempered by rain, as it
was in 1992, he said.
In general, Ferris said he sees less
drinking at Trinity than he did when he
opened shop nine years ago. He attributes
the decline lo both new College policies
and societal trends of a higher legal drink-
ing age and more prevention of drunk
driving.
In order to compensate, D&D has
had to adjust its inventory. "I never used
to have to carry non-alcoholic beer," Fer-
ris said.
The econom ic recession also played
a part in changing customer demands.
"The two ends of the spectrum have
gone up. Manypeoplearebuyingcheaper
beer, while those people who can afford
it pu rchase more expensive beers in small
quantities."
Ferris said he tries to keep abreast
of Trinity's alcohol policies by calling at
the outset of each academic year. "I want
to be a good citizen. I don't want to be
causing any problems." His conversa-
tions with Dean of Students David Winer
do not contain information about stu-
dents' purchases, in general or individu-
ally.
Dean Winer said the only specific
information community vendors ever
share with him about customers is when
studen Is' checks bounce, which happens
a couple of times a semester. "]f I can let
the student know and the student can
pay the check, then everybody is happy,"
Winer explained.
As chair of a committee currently
studying the alcohol policy, Winer said
he does not foresee major changes for
1993-94, but admitted the 12 member
committee, which includes eight stu-
dents, has yet to address "the keg issue,"
as he put it. :
In the meantime, some organiza-
tions have been required to hire a^Mart-
ford police officer for $217, rather than
the routine Campus Safety officer for
$90. Other than to say it was a judgment
call based on the size and nature of the
event, and the sponsor's security history,
neither Winer nor Kelly could define
what characteristics necessitate hiring a
police officer.
Among recent functions, Hartford
Police were required for parties hosted
In the tradition of Spring Weekend, a fully prepared Trinity student enjoys the
concert with a case by his side.
by Alpha Delta Phi, a private student, wrote.
and WRTC, the latter of which was non-
alcoholic. In contrast, Sigma Nu was re-
quired to have a Campus Safety officer
for its formal dance in Hamlin Hall.
President Tom Gerety recently ex-
pressed his self-described "Utopian"
views on student drinking in an op-ed
piece for The "Washington Post on April 13.
He wrote "We should allow 18-year-olds
to drink as they do in Europe, teaching
them to do so in moderation. But we
should not allow them—or anyone else—•
to drink and drive."
Gerety described the current legal
drinking age as impractical and ineffec-
tive. "Students drink at bars with false
IDs, which are now ubiquitous," he
John Dulka, owner and proprietor
of Trinity Package Store at219 New Brit-
ain Avenue, conceded that, unlike places
which loosely adhere to the law, he loses
many college students' business. "We've
got a reputation for carding people who
axe obviously well over 21," He said.
Dulka estimated Trinity students
could other wise comprise 25% of his
business, rather than the 15% they do
now. He acknowledged that his strict
adherence doesnotpreventtninors from
obtaining alcohol from his store. "If some-
one comes in and buys four or five items,
I'm not naive and think he's going to
drink that all himself," he said. "Once it
goes outside this door, I can't control it."
Gerety's Op-Ed Piece Addresses Question Of Drinking
BY TIM SULLIVAN
Writer ' ' "
In liie April 17 WnMiin^lon Port an
article appeared written by President
Tom Gerety. To the delight of many, the
piece was titled "Let Them Drink," and
addressed theproblemof safety and irre-
sponsible drinking.
TheNationalTransportation Safety
Board has been attempting to reduce the
number of highway deaths. They have
found after years of research that alcohol
factors prominently in the majority of
fatal accidents. The N.T.S.B. has also
concluded that underage drinking is re-
sponsible for many highway fatalities.
The issue is how to reduce the number of
deaths resulting from drinking and driv-
ing'
The Trinity College Hamibooksiates
"Eighteen is the age of majority under
Connecticut law, except regarding the
provision and use of alcohol." President
Gerety states in his op-ed that "Setting
the drinking age unrealistically high is
not the answer. We should allow 18-
year-olds to drink as they do in Europe,
leaching them to do so in moderation."
Gerety points out the societal inconsis-
tencies since at eighteen one must regis-
ter for the draft and becomes eligible to
vote; however, is restricted from buying
or consuming alcohol.
The country allows one to decide
who the next leader will be, and to be
shipped off to be killed on a foreign
shore, but prohibits consumption of al-
cohol. This is a common enough debate.
The reason for this law, is that there is
some evidence that-not all eighteen-year-
olds are fully mature, where a majority
of twenty-one-year-olds are in full con-
trol of their bodies and faculties. This
"evidence" is coming under scrutiny.
President Gerety adopts a realistic
view in his article. He cites the fact that
the anti- drinking and driving campaign
has been largely successful in that
drunken teenage fatalities are down 39%
since 1982. "We need to bring that num-
ber down further, and we can. If we are
going to do so we need to focus on the
real problem: drunkenness, and in par-
ticular drunkenness associated with driv-
ing and other potentially dangerous ac-
tivities-including nowadays, dating." It
seems that no matter what the situation,
it is not improved by drinking.
Gerety endorses the educational
campaign to end drinking and driving.
He explains that people are beginning to
realize that penalties for drinking and
driving are becoming more and more
difficult to dodge, especially for people
who are underage. He feels that organi-
zations such as MADD have been quite
successful in deterring drunk driving.
However, Gerety again returns to the none of us is in a position to stop them,
realistic and states final ly that "All of us And where we would like to leach mod-
who teach know that our students are eration, we are forced to teach prohibi-
drinking long before they turn 21, but tion— a lesson that few will heed."
Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10%. Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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Nazi Hoirats, Again
BYRACHELD.GOLD
World & Nation Writer
"Prove there was one gas chamber
in Nazi-occupied territory. Prove there
was one person gassed in a so-called gas
chamber. Zionists use every conceivable
legal, economic, political, defamatory and
violent ploy to stop the questioning of
the... so-called Holocaust." The scariest
things about these words? We read them
and expect them to have been written in
some far-off land in a long-gone time.
The truth is, however, that these quotes
are taken from a letter faxed to "The
Tripod" last week from an individual in
this country.
"Holocaust revisionists" through-
out the world are trying to prove that the
Holocaust was a fallacy designed to ma-
lign the German nation. I wouldn't tell
the inhabitants of Ejszyszki that. A small
village in southern Poland, Nazis invaded
Ejszyszki, and in two days, destroyed
the town and machine-gunned down all
but twenty-nine people there. I don't
believe that those resting in the Jewish
cemetery in Tarnow would buy the revi-
sionists' philosophy, either. Hundreds
of Jews were led there and systemati-
cally shot, being left to rotin mass graves.
These are not fairy tales. These are the
stories of real people- real, innocent
people. And even if it is d ifficult to s tom-
ach, as hopefully it should be, and even if
it's credibility may come into question
because it seems to have happened so
distantly, what revisionists fail to realize
is that there were eye-witnesses to these
atrocities. Eye-witnesses who even
people as simple-minded as the revi-
sionists can relate to. The camps were
liberated in 1945 by American troops
~wYnx"TetUfrietlto tell the tale. Among
these troops was General Dwight D.
Eisenhower.
I suppose it is easier to deal with
the horror of the Nazi phenomenon by
denying its existence than by facing it.
But the fact is that denial does not auto-
matically wipe the slate of history clean.
Six million Jews and five million others,
including Gypsies, Jehovah's witnesses;
Christian, Protestant, and Roman Catho-
lic clergy; homosexuals, the elderly and
handicapped, and the entire Polish intel-
ligentsia, were exterminated by the Na-
zis in concentration camps in less than a
single decade. For the express purpose of
assuring that we do not forget, the new
United States Holocaust Memorial Mu-
seum will be dedicated by President-
Clinton and opened to the public next
week.
Even if we wanted to forget, how-
ever, and deny the concept of genocide
altogether, it would be impossible. To-
day it continues in parts of Africa, and
especially in the former Yugoslavia. Anti-
semitism isn't dead, either. A study con-
ducted recently by the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith found that 40 mil-
lion American adults-1 in every 6- still
hold "strongly anti-semetic views."
Among the beliefs still held? Jews are
less honest than those of other religious
orientations, and Jews have too much
power.
This week someone made, in my
presence, a defamatory comment con-
cerning Jews. Although it was not meant
to be malicious, it got me thinking, My
father is Jewish, and while I was not
brought up especially religiously, so am
I. My mother, however, is not Jewish,
and I therefore never really though about
what it meant to be a member of an
his torically despised group. It was ironic
that this sudden realization on my part
happened to coincide with the opening
of Washington's newest museum as well
as our receipt of that letter, and in re-
searching the topic, I also learned some-
thing about myself. To a certain extent,
and in my own way, I had denied my
heritage. In a similar manner, the revi-
sionists work towaMs having the holo-
caust erased from the history books.
Taking this idea one step farther, people
who can't understand others sometimes
decide that the easiest solution is to elimi-
nate what they do not understand alto-
gether, and wipe out the threat these
differences pose to their mind-sets, It is
simply easier not to face things, period. I
guess ignorance really is bliss.
It's A Happy Place. J
BYA.C.PALE
World & Nation Writer
Once upon a time in a country
painted with blossoming flowers and
blooming trees, a society of people lived
in harmony. The words "racist" and
"chauvinist" did not exist. There were
no such things as demonstrations and
riots. It was a happy place.
A peaceful land and an intelligent
community. They were governed by a
system much like our own. The Presi-
dent, well she had held office for a quar-
ter of a century already and had eagerly
changed with the times and advance-
ments of her world. The seven wisest
people acted as sages, arbitrating prob-
lems with blind eyes and unbiased hearts.
The citizens actually had a strong voice
through theirCongresspersons and Sena-
tors. The economic standing of the world
was strong. Trade was encouraged and
done without tariffs. One could actually
turn in their paper money to get the gold
and silver that it was backed by. It was a
happy place,
Respect had never entered
anyone's mind because no one knew
anything else but respect. The cities were
immaculate, sprinkled with plush parks
and gardens where children could play
without a parent.-. The air was clean and
fresh. The suburbs and country were an
oasis open to all willing to endure perfec-
tion. Men and women worked side by
side in achieving goals and promotions.
Social classes were rich to upper middle
class, (as we would call them). Everyone
spoke the languages of everyone else. It
was happy place.
The water was prosperous with
fish and life. The beaches were a place
where families went to picnic and frolic
in the surf. The sun was warm and
people suntanning were safe from vio-
lent UV rays. It was a happy place.
Enough of the dreaming, right?
Our society is a place where people have
. to sometimes struggle to find happiness.
Racism and chauvinism exist and are
spreading through genera (ions as we fail
to educate our youths. People have vio-
lent demonstrations and riots, like the
onesinL.A. OurPresidentshaveallbeen
men. Our Supreme Court Justices hav-
ing had excellent educations and careers
are nominated because of their political
views. Congress has to fight just to get
something passed onto the Senate and
then it is usually shot down somewhere
along the line. The economy is in ruins
with no immediate remedies in the fu-
ture and our standing with other coun-
tries has declined. We owe some bizillion
dollars to ourselves and we still are the
largest cash lending nation.
The problem of respecting the in-
dividual rights of people is huge. People
in cities never smile or look at strangers.
Our cities are trash dumps. The parks in
them are overrun with muggers
and rapists. The air is filthy. The suburbs
please turn to page U
BY DAN ANJXT
Work! & Nation Writer
On' Monday, the counLry wit-
nessed the destruction of the Branch
Davidian Compound outside of Waco,
Texasliveonnalional television. Appar-
ently, the cult's leader, David Koresh,
ordered the cult members lo bum the
compound down and commit mass sui-
cide. This fiery end to thecull, prompted
by an FBI launching of fear gas into (he
compound has generated a great deal of
questions about the wisdom of the FBI
for its failure lo expect the possibility of
mass suicide.
Given past experiences, such as
the mass suicide the Rev. Jim Jones or-
dered in Guiana in the late 70'$, they
.should have been prepared for it, How-
ever, what could one: do lo stop a deter-
mined, well-armed band from killing
itself? Doing nothing to prompt i I seems
to be the only answer. This was unac-
ceptable to the I'M fora host of reasons,
Among them are: the fact that it was
costing a groat deal of money to sur-
round the compound with agents;, that
Thus, the question of who is to blame for this disaster is
of primary importance. The TB1 could be blamed for its
failure to expect the possibility of mass suicick.
operation. Officials from Attorney Gen-
eral Reno to President Clinton himself
have been questioned as to why the tear
gassing was ordered at the compound.
This raid, which was requested by
FBI agents surrtmx'iding the compound,
was prompted by intransigence on the
part of David Koresh. He and his follow-
ers had enough supplies to last them
Several years by some accounts and
seemed determined to bask in the pub-
licity of the standoff. The first raid of the
compound by ATF agents (which began
the siege) was bungled because the cult
was forewarned.
The reason why the siege persis led
for so long was the |act that the FIJI was
concerned about harming the children
inside the compound. Even, the tear gas
use which was finally resorted to was
calculated to minimize casualties, How-
ever; the authorities never expected that
Koresh wpuld order suicide,
importance. The FBI could be blamed
there seemed to be no progress in nego-
Ualions with Koresh, and lhe percep-
tion that doing nothing made the FBI
look impotent.
The fact of the matter is that
Koresh is the man responsible for the
disaster at Waco. He ordered his follow-
ers to kill themselves and their children
lo spread some senseless, apocalyptic
message. That politicians wanl to iuse
this tragedy as a way io gain polities
points against the Clinton administra-
tion is despicable. Seventeen children
were consumed in the /lames of the
Branch Davidian Compound, mos
likely against their will, and approxi-
mately 80 others were killed.
What did they die for? A megalo
maniac who selfishly manipulated
people in order to get a final, apocalyp-
tic confrontation with the law. By stock-
ing up on illegal weapons, this ex-rock
singer got his wish.
,,^ However, what is most tragtt
-• about this is the fact that he took so
many with him.
takeYou can't
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Consider East Hartford
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Collegiate Saving
below.
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BY WILLIAM BRECKENFELD
WORLD & NATION Page 11
Since the end of World War II, Italy has had the distinction of being one of
the most representative democracies in the world. A prime example of this was
the Partito d'Amore that received less than one percent of the vote in the 1985
election and yet was able to give Cicciolina (a famous Italian pornographic movie
star) a seat in Parliament. This style of democracy arose following Mussolini's
fascism and was designed as a preventive measure against a fascist government
rising to power again. This proportional representation system was effective for
many years, but now, with the threats of Communism and fascism all but gone,
the efficacy of this type of government has dwindled to almost nothing. The
simple fact that Italy has shuffled through fifty-one governments in the past
forty-eight years supports this conclusion.
On April 19, 1993, in the wake of one of the largest scandals in Italian
political history that has even gone so far as to implicate a longtime pillar of
Italian Politics, Guilio Andreotti, the Italian people voted for a referendum, by an
82.7% margin, that calls for a restructuring of the proportional representation of
three-quarters of the three hundred and fifteen seats in the Senate. Although this
was the only reform included in the referendum, the overwhelming support does
indicate public sympathy for sweeping reform of the representational system
throughout Parliament.
The scandal that I briefly referred to involves roughly 2,500 of Italy's
political and business elite, including former Prime Ministers, corporate execu-
tives, legislators and businessmen who have either been arrested or under
investigation in the Tangentopoli, or "kickback cities" scandal. Andreotti is
currently under investigation for involvement in the 1982 murder of General
Carlo Alberto Dalla Chiesa, a former head of anti-Mafia operations in Sicily.
Another part of the referendum passed on Monday called for major reform
of campaign finance, illegal forms of which were at the heart of the Tangentopoli
scandal. This reform ended the handout of government campaign funds total-
ling fifty-two million dollars to parties that won at least five percent of the vote
in national elections. This reform will not put an end to the estimated fifty to one
hundred billion dollars paid in kickbacks and bribes to politicians, but it's a step
in the right direction.
This referendum has mandated reforms, yet it is the very politicians that it
seeks to curb that will have to finalize and approve them. There has been a dire
need for a radical restructuring of the proportional representation system in Italy
for many years. The lack of a majority party for all but one of the past fifty-one
governments has generated an environment where it is difficult, to say the least,
to get anything passed through Parliament that takes a firm stand (with the
notable exception of anti-Mafia legislation).
A shining example of this inefficiency is the fact that Italy didn't have an
abortion law until the late 1970's following a referendum in 1974. Their abof tion
law boasts to be the most unrestrictive in the modern world. On its face, the law
is without restrictions in that it may be performed in state hospitals (and is
therefore state funded). What in practice makes this abortion law one of the most
restrictive in the world is the provision that any medical personnel involved in
the procedure may prevent i t simply by refusing to perform. Roughly nine ty-fi ve
percent of all medical personnel involved with abortions in Italy do just that,
refuse to perform. This is just one example of the truly ineffective governmental
structure Italy has had since World War II.
The opportunity for reform has thankfully come about with the Tangentopoli
scandal that has placed the most powerful elite in Italy, but even as the old guard
is crashing down, there is a new breed of power hungry politicians waiting in the
wings.
Let us hope that this reform movement sustains its momentum, under
leaders like Mario Segni who fought for the referendum passed on Monday, in
the following months and years so that Italy can put its anti-fascist ineffective
government to rest and work on a functioning democracy.
Tribute vs. Taxes
BY CECILY M. SPINNER
World & Nation Writer
The economy of this nation is
deeply embedded in a major misconcep-
tion. With these solutions it is possible to
extricate ourselves from this quagmire
and restore this nation's economic stabil-
ity.
Indealing with concepts itmustbe
understood that until a concept is fully
grasped we are definitely stuck with the
misconception. The present problem
with the national economy has evolved
because we are all laboring under the
impression, the misconception, that we
haveabonafidemefhodforpaying taxes.
We have, however, confused the concept
of tax with the concept of tribute and
what we do have is a bona fide method
for paying tribute.
Tribute is identified by the under-
lying threat of "or else." Pay the tribute
on gasoline or don't get gas. Pay the
tribute on property or lose the property.
Pay tribute to the IRS or land in jail.
When something is purchased at a store,
a sales tax (tribute) is added to the price.
Try making a purchase without paying
the tribute.
Dumping the misconception of
tribute requires that the nation adopt a
tax currency. With a tax currency in
place nobody pays anything additional
on the purchase price of any item. The
merchant buys tax currency at a rate of
ten percent. Only the recipient of money
buys tax currency, not the purchaser of
goods and services.
The nation's tax (tribute) depart-
ment operates at a cost of hundreds of
billions of dollars with no end in sight.
Every three billion collected in income
lax (tribute) costs one billion of the three
to collect and control. Florida's legisla-
ture introduced a personal property tax
(tribute) that costs one hundreds-twenty
percent to collect. The cost of collecting
the New York State sales tax (tribute)
takes close to half of all the money col-
lected.
Why are the costs so high? Con-
sider the fact that at present it costs at
least ten dollars for a secretary to write
one letter. This is only one operation. To
process one income tax (tribute) form
costs ten dollars at the very least. Think
about the hundreds of forms involved in
collecting tribute (tax). There are forms
for sewer tax, water tax, land tax, small
business tax, corporation tax etc. This
nation cannot go on catering to this ex-
travagance, wasting billions of dollars.
LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT
Know the score...
This spring you can take the
only national practice graduate
examinations administered
under actual test conditions.
Students have been taking the
PSAT to prepare for the SAT
for years. Now people
preparing for graduate school
have the opportunity to take
The Princeton Review's Pre-
LSAT, Pre-GMAT, Pre-GRE
or Pre-MCAT. The top 10%
of scores will be eligible for
ten $2,000 national
scholarships available through
the American Community
Service Awards.
Call to register TODAY!
and score more.
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3-45
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65 pts.
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This type of financial waste is breaking
the back of this nation's economy. Now
the government wants to spread it's col-
lection of tribute to cover more items.
The greater the spread, the more billions
it wastes.
Eliminating the misconception of
tribute means applying the methods of
the United States Treasury Department's
handling of currency to the collection of
taxes. This departmentoperates through-
out our nation, and indeed most of the
world, a t only about a quarter of a billion
dollars per year.
Working like the Treasury, a new
tax currency should be printed in the
same size and denominations as our
present paper money. Every bank in the
nation would open a Blue Tax Window
and issue a blue passbook with a large
white T printed on it's face. We would
takealltaxbillstothebanktobepaidinto
these accounts. The tellers would enter
the amount into the passbook and stamp
the bills 'paid.' Nothing from this ac-
count can be withdrawn. Whatever goes
in, stays in. Collection and record keep-
ing is simplified. With a tax currency, a
blue bank book and a blue plastic card,
like a credit card, the hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars that are now draining this
nation's economy can be brought down
to a cost of less than one quarter of one
billion dollars a year.
The present method of tribute is
gross. An employee has a percentage
deducted from his paycheck and re-
corded and re-recorded all year, every
year for the rest of his working life at a
cost of tens of billions of dollars, keeping
Big Brother on his back at the price of a
collapsing economy. The 'Blue Account'
is a simple tool. On the inside cover is the
owner'ssocial security number and mail-
ing address. There are no worries about
lost or stolen books. Who wants a book
from which no wi thdrawals can be made?
An employee, upon receiving a salary,
will get so much in cash and ten percent
in tax currency. The employee deposits
the tax currency into the 'Blue Account'
which is his social security.
Imagine if we conducted business
without the use of a money currency.
Take a mental trip to the supermarket.
Fill up the shopping cart. Go to the
counter and fill out purchase forms in
triplicate (no money currency). These
forms are sent away and the record keep-
ing begins without end. When the year is
up you must specify every purchase
made during the year, "or else." The cost
to maintain such a system would be some-
where in the trillions, not billions.
Tosurvive,thisnationmusthavea
tax currency, "or else!"
The people have called for a
change. Thegoverranenthaspromised a
change. Now, indeed, is the time to carry
out this change.
Happy Place
continued from page 10
are usually rich and the country is popu-
lated mostly with poor farmers and
properties thathave been foreclosed by
banks. And finding an oasis here usu-
ally costs too much money for the poor
or in some cases middle class families
to enjoy. Executive jobs are primarily
controlled by men and there are dis-
tinct, polarized social classes.
The oceans and beaches are in-
fected with our harmful waste. A
suntanner takes severe risks being ex-
posed for too long and the environ-
ment is suffering because of us.
What can we do? Is it too late? I
don't have the answers for our world.
Sometimes it seems as though it comes
down to: Too little, Too late. What I do
know is that when one person still has
to struggle to find enjoyment, this world
is not a happy place.
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Racial And Ethnic Dilemmas Continue At Trinity College:
Can We Stop YettingNow? A Person And Not A People
BY YU-CHIEN CHEN
Dialogue Writer
Racism — unfortunately it is inherent in all of us. Whether Black, White,
Yellow, or an off-shade of gray, we still think racist thoughts, say racist words, and
act in a racist manner. Unlike rape, where the majority of us can undeniably say we
arenotrapists,racismis within all of us. We all know thatit occurs between different
ethnicities (the most common being Black versus White) and many of us realize that
it occurs inter-racially aiso (e. g. Chinese versus Japanese), but too lew of us care
enough to do anything. There is a disturbing lack of care amidst the Trinity
Community and an inordinate amount of ignorance. We all know what the ideal
world would be like. No inequality whatsoever, families able to unlock their doors
at night, little Tommy able to play in the park without any worry of random gunfire,
etc., but reality dictates otherwise. Racism will not disappear tomorrow, nor,
unfortunately, in the next decade. It is too deeply inbred in our society, even in our
own generation, but it is not too late for our future children. The only way we can end
the ignorance is through education and the only way we can make students at Trinity
care is through required classes.
For the past two years, racism really hasn't been a factor or concern in my life
at good ol' Camp Trin-Trin. Occasionally, some little kid on a bike will tell me to go
home, or he'll make some inane sounds from a Kung Fu movie. Usually, I excuse the
comments as typically childish remarks,but I soon realized that it has been occurring
more and more often - and it's not just coming from little children on bikes. I became
angry and upset, but as I tried to sleep the next couple nights, I asked myself a very
important question—What is the use of anger? Well, other than forcing me to realize
that there is a problem, anger serves no other purpose. Immediately, dealing with
"cute" or "humorous" racial comments became easier. Ibegan to teach rather than
sit and listen, I tell people that, no, not all Asians are good at math. No, we don't all
know Kung Fu. No, not all Asians work their butts off. And, yes, I'm very much like
you. But this is not enough. There needs one more step to be taken, and that is
through required classes.
Education is the only way we can dispel myths and stereotypes avid in the
population. A short one hour session at freshmen (or freshperson if you like)
orientation is not good enough, nor are classes that are simply offered regularly,
sufficient. You can only lead the seeing so far. It is the blind we must concern
ourselves with, and the only way we can get the blind to see is through required
classes — maybe have them choose one class out of a vast selection. Obviously, a
dilemma arises as to what cultures should be emphasized, but this is a secondary
issue. What is important is that we learn something, no matter how small, about
another culture. Something permeates into our minds that subconsciously dispels a
stereotype that we previously never questioned. This begins a subtle process where
we begin to question many of the things we think and believe. We may no longer
j as readily at a racist comment, but stop and. wonder whether or
lk f i d l d h h
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not it is plausible. We may begin lo walk more confidently amidst other ethnic
groups without an underlying fear that we will be attacked. Most importantly,
thought, we will begin to understand and recognize the stereotypes that often arise,
discern whether they are good or not, and relay this awareness to those who are close
— whether they be are parents, friends, loved ones, or children. It is a slow and
extremely difficult process, but it is one that we must adhere to, as well as one that
we must support.
Racism at Trinity is here, often hidden under the covers of a joke. As the one
being insulted, we eventually learn to cope. Coping has, unfortunately, been
prevalent throughout the history of America and does nothing to end racism, but
now we are beginning to turn to an even worse way of dealing with racism, which
is placing blame. For example, at the meeting concerning Jonathan Heuser's article,
please turn to page 13
Rewriting Our Script Far The Next Generation
BYVCTAYK.SBARMA
Dialogue Writer
January 21,1983, ..some dates just live with you forever, 1 will not forget
that day because that was when I found out I was less than because I was
"colored." Less than a month ago I had arrived with the dreams and aspira-
tions that most people come to America - the land of the free and the home of
the brave. I was going to school a t the University of Nebraska - Lincoln and had
applied for a dishwashing job at a drive-in, restaurant across the campus,
"Shoo! We don't hire colored people," lives with me till today. Rude awaken-
ing. Shock. Rage, Frustration.
It has been many moons since then and tnany other people along the
way. Fortunately for every stupid lout who yelled Gfaandi or Do (head, I have
met others who were as disgusted and not afraid to lakea stand. So what does
my ethnicity give me? A chance to bring something so diverse and yes, even
enriching that Mainstream Amer ica could benefit from. Whether they are the
teachings of Buddha, the revelations of the Gita, the non-violence of the
Mahatma, the lessons from the atrocities committed m the name of religious
fervour, the taste of a cuisine that is unique or the experiences of having lived
in a developing country. Diversity is a reality.
i sat in many a meeting room in corporate America, looking across the
people to find the token minority, the lokert woman and many a condescend-
ing gesture of acknowledgment, "You're here, aren't you? Now if you would
justbequietaacHetusgetonwjthit'" Yet 1 choose to stay, to goon, because
• I nave to believe that this will change. This is my home now and I remember
fhtj! oatn I took in the crowded courtroom, as the judge said "As of today you
are not Italian American/ Indian American, Latin American; you are Ameri-
can/' Society can be rescripted, one script at a time. I have to believe that my
children and theirs will look at our experiences and fa il to comprehend them,
because they are so integral, that theeotors of the rainbow have gone through
-the pfjsm to produce colorless illuminance thai is essential to daylight, To
: .quote Rabin«tauitti Tagbre, "Into that heaven of Freedom, my father, let my
. t6ii«tryawa!ke." ' •• • •
'Nfofe; Mr. Sktrma is dimior of Marriott Pood Services,
Dialogue Writer
So much has been said about racism, and yet there seems a need to say more.
The war against racism is a hard one because we are essentially fighting against what
is a very integral part of human nature— the inability to see beyond the external
barriers which divide us. Race is just one of these many walls which prevent most
human beings from seeing the essential humanity of a person which lies beneath the
many cumbersome externalities, making it easy for them to write him off as just
another type of group.
The racisml am addressing is not necessarily a violent or obvious hostility, but
rather a lack of integration and communication. I have noted this lack of integration
in the Trinity community as well as the outside world. Contemplation has led me
notice many peculiarities about the situation. Just taking in the social situation at
Trinity, for example, I notice that the African-American community in Trinity is
somewhat segregated. I notice this in social functions and especially in the Mather
Cafeteria. I was confused, when I saw this apparent segregation, because it did not
apparently rise from any hostility but rather a lack of understanding. I wondered
why I did not face a similar problem, because being from Pakistan, I can see how a
lot of people would not be able to relate to me. The difference I think is that there is
only one other girl from Pakistan here, andpeople at Trinity do not really know much
about Pakistan, except that they vaguely relate it to India. As a result when I met
people they did not have a ready label they could neatly fit me into; they were forced
in a way to treat me as an individual and define me for my person ra ther than my race
or origin.
This concept works both ways, I think, wherever there are more people of the
same background; they tend to feel more comfortable with each other, and thus lend
to socialize with each other. Once this happens, though, there are other factors which
start to factor in. There is, I think, a collective view of things which takes over the
individual view of things. One starts seeing things as a group instead of as an
individual and defines himself as a group rather than an individual. Or if not
completely as a part of a group than at least partially. What I see wrong in this is that,
the place you are from, or the race you are is something external and beyond your
control; it in no way should be what defines you. The La Voz Latina's request for a
separate house is an example of this separatism; they are defining themselves as a
race rather than as individuals, and asking for an exclusive house (funded by school
money) which I feel will only serve in alienating them, rather helping towards
integration on this campus. They themselves will be putting themselves in a defined
slot.
By integration I do not mean that everyone should miraculously start loving
everyone else, or that everyone should be on civil terms with everybody. The point
is that people should start seeing people as individuals rather than parts of certain
groups,; It is up to the people then what relationship they wish to uphold with each
other. The decision should, however, be based on a perception of the individual not
of a generalized, biased view of the race or group the person belongs to.
This is a very hard task in the society we have built up and the prejudices which
have been ingrained into us. These prejudices have almost become an instinct in us,
so that we have to think before we judge. Poets and writers have tried to tackle this
problem for centuries, most of them with the view that this instinct like prejudice is
almost impossible to overcome.
"And [we] set the wall between us once again."
"We keep the wall between us as we go." ("The Mending Wall" by Robert
Frost)
In Robert Frost's poem these barriers are regarded as something unnatural,
"Something there is that doesn't love a wall," but we have become so cloaked in
externalities and so removed from our integral selves tha t these barriers have become
just as much of an integrated part of us along with the rest of the externalities. On
thinking ahead I can only come to the conclusion which E. M. Forster came to in his
novel A Passage to India, about racial integration — not now, not here.
The Value Of Affirmative Action
BYPAULWASSERMAN
Dialogue Writer
Dealing wi th the topic of race and ethnicity is almost cliche. It seems as though
everything that could be said has been said. As a student I feel as though there is
really nothing I can add that will somehow shed new light on the subject and create
a religious epiphany-like experience for all of those who read. But tha t is just it isn't
it ? By thinking there is nothing left to.contribute to the topic the battle against racism
is lost. Racism, as we have seen by the recent events on just this campus alone, exists.
To think that the issue is exhausted is naive and displays a type of intellectual
laziness.
The issue of ethnicity combined with racism is extremely complicated. The
history of the world has indeed favored the white man, but the question arises then
is affirmative action ethical. With today's eyes we look upon issues of the past, such
as segregation, with moral disdain, however at the time it was considered a social
norm, just as the treatment of women as possessions was also accepted. Yet many of
the people in power ask why their white children must stand the chance of not being
selected for acceptance into college or consideration for scholarships. It seems unfair,
they argue, for all whites to "suffer" for the "sins" of their ancestors. After all, what
we deem wrong today was upheld yesterday, so it was not their fault. This is a strong
argument, but not when you weigh it against the injustices of five thousand years.
We didn t create this two trillion dollar United States debt, but we must pay for it. I
am willing to pay extra taxes to get us out of trouble just as I accept the fact that I might
experience oosing a job to someone of ethnic minority even though we are both
equally qualified. It is give and take. I take the privileges of being white such as not
being typed lazy, uneducated, and/or criminal so the least, the very least, I can give
is affirmative action. With this in mind, affirmative action appears as chicken feed,
an attempt to temporarily pacify extreme anger. I hope, then, that this argument
gives reason to those who are angered by ideas and institutions such as Prospective
students of Color Day.
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We Share Common Problems But Different Solutions
This Majority's Responsibility TheHarm Of Ethnic Consciousness
BY EMMA IRVINE -ROBERTSON
Dialogue Writer
What does it mean when Latin-Americans on campus ask for a separate house?
What does it mean when minorities pool resources and gain strength and support
from what some term "separatist" organizations? And why does the majority
sometimes feel uncomfortable and dismissive as individuals come together to
empower themselves before moving out into the wider community?
Some white students say they don't "feel welcome" at the Umoja house; as if
this is the issue, not that perhaps black Trinity students do not "feel welcome"
anywhere else. Others say "why do minority students group together? Why do they
want to live together? Don't they need to integrate with "us" tomake the most of their
Trinity years?" Integration must first mean encouraging minority enrollment;
actively and intentionally. But once minority students are here in the leafy green
space of Trinity a form of integration needs to take place in the sometimes narrow
Trinity mind. What needs to be "integrated" is the realization that no white student
It is the duty of the empowered comfortable majority to
further change, not just politically or geographically but
socially and emotionally. Respect "separatism."
can "judge" the minority students who wish to gain support from each other, until
they have completely come to terms with their own prejudice and committed
themselves to slri ving for a d i verse campus. Few have. Ironically those who do judge
are often tho.se for whom diversity is not a priority. Those who may comment on
black students sitting together in Saga will rarely have discussed reforms at Trinity
or the possibility of a multi-cultural requirement
What is the duty of a white Trinity student? Some may think it means saying
"hi" to acquaintances from different ethnic backgrounds. Others may feel ultimately
it is to seek intimacy and emotional connection in order to further understand
different people. Yet "conscious" friendship or compulsory togetherness is not an
answer.
It is the duty of the empowered comfortable majority to further change, not
just politically or geographically but socially and emotionally. Respect "separatism"
for its positive power and never deny it when the unempowered require it. Those
who, grunt "Isn't it contradictory to want a house?" do not understand that Trinity
has been through history one big "European-American" house. Until there is
genuine equality, the majority must encourage any measure which makes the
minority feel more comfortable in Trinity's walls. This does not suppose a patroniz-
ing sense of "allowing" rights, but acknowledges the effort needs to come from the
empowered. This is not to be "p.c," but simply to acknowledge that Trinity will be
enriched - and indeed may only survive - if it embraces diversity. We should seek to
do everything'to make that one Latin-American or African-American higJf-fechool
prospective feel a little more accepted and reassured, Perhaps this begins witha V.I.P
day visit to a place where they feel supported.
The Shades Of Gray In Racism
BY AMY TATKO
Dialogue Editor
I am white. The thought of writing an article about race makes me
apprehensive and slightly nervous. Struggling to understand what is offensive
and what is acceptable still troubles me. Blatant forms of racism are easy to detect
and an open mind and sensitive attitude are easy to maintain. But what about all
those shades of gray? For example, in ordinary conversation we rarely describe
a person as being white, yet many experiences we relate about minority peoples
include references to their race. Is this necessary? Is it racist?
When I invited minority students to write an article for "Dialogue" this
week, I fell uneasy. How awful to ask a human being for his or her help based
primarily on the need to represent the minority view. How awful to stand there
pleading for a contribution, all the lime aware that J was a white person seeking
the views of a non-white person. While friends reassured me that those students
with whom I spoke certainly did not feel offended, I cannot shake that sense of
"us" and "them" which I felt in those moments of conversation. No one has ever
asked me to help or express myself or write because I am white. How would that
feel?
When I visited Russian schools to talk with children, I was the token
American. When I discuss abortion or rape with a group of guys, I am the token
feminist. When I discuss politics with my family, I am the token liberal. Butnever
in my life have I been the token white person. How would that feel?
These issues continue to challenge many of us. In an effort to gain a better
understanding and some real insight, I seriously considered joining the Pan-
African Alliance last fall. After spending a year in Russia, where blatant racism
flourishes and I, the token American, was constantly asked about racial tensions
in my country, I wanted to offer support to our black community and heighten
my own awareness on racial issues. So 1 went to the first PAA meeting of the year,
and for the first time in my life, for a brief moment, I was the only white person
present. You cannot imagine the power and self-consciousness of such a moment
unless you have felt it yourself.
The PAA meeting raised a question which I may never be able to answer:
Why did I decide not to join? After discussing my possible membership with the
black leaders of the group, I concluded that "they" needed their own time and
space to gather with one another. I decided that "we" didn't really belong there,
and that although "they" claimed we were welcome, "we" would probably be
more of an issue than an asset to the organization as a whole.
Thus I arrived at a sad dialogue of "us" and "them." Why didn't I really
join? Did "they" make me feel unwelcome, or are "we" too scared to reach out?
Racial slurs will always be easily detected, but shades of gray in issues of race
continue to trouble and confuse us. By admitting that I think about and am
confused by these aspects of race, and assuming that others are too, will I be
accused of being racist?
RY THOMAS CATT AW
Dialogue Editor
For two and half years in high school I dated a young Korean woman. And for
two years I was incessantly reminded by her parents that I was inherently inferior to
any Korean man she might date because I was Caucasian. "Just remember: you're
going to marry a Korean," her mother would tell her, and she would tacitly
acknowledge this inevitability. I tried very hard to win them over. I immersed myself
in things Korean— soon I knew more Korean history than they did— and even made
futile efforts to try to learn some of the language. In short, I made every effort to fully
appreciate this woman's heritage and made it clear I had no intention of "diluting"
it. I was still not good enough, though.
Her parents claimed that they were "protecting" their culture, preserving her
"Korean-ness." But this was not protection, nor preservation. This was racism. And
that is all it was. Some have a difficult time accepting this. Some see it as a legitimate
attempt to maintain ethnic identity in the face of brutal white America. If this is the
case, if encouraging ethnic identity can lead to such narrow and hostile perceptions
of other races, and fosters this tight group association, is this really something we
should be encouraging? Does it really help anyone to encourage ethnic conscious-
ness?
Certainly, there are no simply solutions to racism. However, I believe that
current the attempts to ease tensions are based upon a policy which emphasizes not
acceptance of diversity but recognition of difference. This is tragically flawed. This
mentality prepares us not for the diversity of individuals but difference between
groups. We do not say," We are all human, therefore we are a 11 alike." Rather we say,
"I'm different than You are. You have no choice but to deal with it." This notion that
people will join together because they are different is absurd. Difference, whether it
is racial, religious, or of opinion, has bred only one thing: more difference.
This mistake exacerbates the most important problem of ethnic identification.
This identification politicizes ethnicity and makes it a rallying point for social and
economic platforms. They become special interest groups akin to political parties.
Race is used as a vehicle for promoting a cause. When causes conflict so do races. The
idea is inherently a corrosive and divisive one. The result is ethnic friction and (pick
a place on the globe to find it), ethnic violence and terror. The shifted emphasis from
a common human plights to special, ethnically heightened ones does nothing but
further erode an already fragmented society.
Drawing ethnic groups out of the community and institutionalizing them (as
some have moved to do at Trinity) can only worsen white resentment and heighten
inter-minority hostility. As globally everyone wants their own state, so here will
everyone desire their own house. Unfavorable responses will be met with charges of
racism. This kind of enshrining of ethnicity is simply a bad idea as is ethnic
identification. If we truly wish to "Think Globally" we can no longer be concerned
with advancing our own group interests at the expense of the greater whole, i.e.
Humanity. We must make concerted efforts to dissolve ethnic squabbles and move
on. Society exists to protect the rights and liberties of each discrete individual, be they
black, Asian, Latino, or white rather than to "liberate" selfish elhno-political special
interests.
No Place For Racism At Trinity
BY FRTCA PKTfiCEN ;
Dialogue Writer
I stood alone in the mailroom, leaning against the wooden recycling bin. One
last mailbox check and I had found a white sheet of paper, filled with print on both
sides—it looked important. I was glad I had taken the time to read this sheet because
it described two incidents of racial harassment which had occurred at Trinity in the
recent past. The letter was informative, and I was glad to know what the offenders
had said. I was also extremely aggravated that the incidents had occurred in the first
place.
The nineties are a lime of change. Political correctness has, fortunately, become
an important concern for many. Whether the arguments are genuinely believed in,
whether opinions are sincerely supported, at least the issues are being laid out for all
to view. Basically it comes down to this: if you don't know what you are talking about,
its better to keep it to yourself. It is better to respond to the sensitive hand of political
correctness. And then, once a true understanding of the issues is gained, the
individual can emerge and define his or her own values.
When reading about the two incidents of racial offenses, I was struck by how
imbued they were with ignorance. The insulting individuals resorted to stereotypes.
They had fallen back on tainted, contrived images to convey their messages. By doing
so they alienated and insulted the people they were addressing. Objectifying the
individuals was a way to create their own protective shield, a shield against learning
about other cultures.
It is this ignorance which we are dealing with in the Trinity community, as well
as in the outside community. Why should we have to deal with this obstinacy in a
college environment which is supposed to be open and energizing? We are supposed
to be learning and growing and rationalizing. It is no place for constricted, stringently
defined views that our parents instilled in us. We should be questioning, we should
be curious, not locked into a set way of thinking. Of course college is not devoid of
the "real" world, but it is a place essen tially founded on idealistic ideas of growth and
self-discovery, Trinity needs to reinstill its students with this openness. Students
should be required to learn about other cultures. Certain classes should be required
of all students. A strong sense of multi-culturalism gained through experience
should be promoted in this "idealistic" environment. While this article may sound
idealistic in itself, the atmosphere at Trinity must change.
continuedfrompag&l2 . . :•
the first two hours consisted of "You White boy, this/' and "You White boy that."
Finally, enough people were able to regain their senses and stop theblaming. From
then on we were able to actually do something constructive about ending racism,
at Trinity. But as of now, it is still taking too long for people to realize that yelling
and screaming at people is just a waste of time, and often scares away the people
who know the least about us. There is enough negative tension at Trinity already,
and bickering only results in more. It is time to educate the ignorant, which
includes all of us, and not waste time arguing over who is toblame, as it serves only
onei pose —• alienation.
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The Longest Indian Summer Ever
By Dana Meachen and Chris Rail
TRIPOD FILM CRITICS
Chris:
After this week's movie, I cannot wait for the summer movie season. The
most exciting part of the movie was the preview for Jurassic Park, which starts
June 11 for all those interested. Oh yes, what did we actually see this week? The
film of choice was Indian Summer. Both Dana and I thought that this movie was
going tobepretty good. It hasbeen pretty well publicized, and looked like a good
college age comedy/drama. I thought for sure that we had a sleeper hit in the
making.
Indian Summer is yet another ensemble film. With nine main characters,
and relatively equal screen time for all, there was lots of room for good character
development and an interesting plot. But such a pleasant fate was not to be. The
movie was only 98 minutes long, but seemed like another Dances With Wolves.
The plot never really materialized, and what little story there was could be
predicted right from the opening credits. The movie had some heartwarming
moments, and its intentions seemed good, but once again, a movie fell victim to
a poor script.
I must say that I felt all of the acting was quite good. The performers were
too numerous to name, but included stars of such films as Father of the Bride, Big,
Doc Hollywood, and Aliens. It was fun remembering just where I had seen each
person before.
I also think that this cast had incredible potential. Put most of these actors
and actresses together, along with a quality script, and you'll have a good movie.
But Indian Summer is not that movie.
But even with all these negatives, I didn't hate this movie. For some reason
it was kind of appealing. I'm only giving it one-and-a-half Twizzlers, but I want
to give it more, I recommend that someday, when you have no energy, and no
motivation to do anything productive, you rent Mian Summer, and just sit back
and reminisce. Maybe you'll even forget you are watching a movie, but you'll
have a good time remembering your childhood.
Indian Summer is yet another ensemble film. With
nine main characters, and relatively equal screen
time for all, there was lots of room for good character
development and an interesting plot. But such a
pleasant fate was not to be. The movie was only 98
minutes long, but seemed like another Dances With
Wolves. The plot never really materialized, and
what little story there was could be predicted right
from the opening credits. The movie had some heart-
warming moments, and its intentions seemed good,
but once again, a movie fell victim to a poor script.
Dana:
Besides the few moments I found myself chuckling at funny camp gags in
Indian Summer, I did not like this movie. The film is about eight campers, now
in their thirties, coming back to the place of their childhood summer paradise.
They spend a week together, and act as if no time has gone by, reminiscing and
reliving their summer experience with their old favorite owner of the camp,
Uncle Lou.
If you think you can predict what this film is about, you're probably
absolutely right. We figured it out in the opening credits. Eight adults come
together at camp, all bringing with them some sort of problem that is sure to be
resolved by the end of the film. And guess what? All their problems are
miraculously solved and everyone leaves happy in the end. Don't worry, I
didn't give anything away. You can figure all that out on your own.
The movie lacked plot. I'm not saying it's not okay to have a film about
eight adults finding themselves, but nothing develops as the story goes along.
No crises occur, no obstacles, nothing. We watched the film just waiting for each
of the "campers" to figure out their problems. Kind of futile if you ask me.
I think the major problem was that Indian Summer had too many charac-
ters. With eight people to keep track of, we never really got to know any of them
very deeply. And it got a little annoying when they started all their sentences
with "Do you remember..." or "Doesn't this place seem so small?" The only
character paid enough attention to was that of Uncle Lou, played by Alan Arkin.
Indian Summer was a film that tried to be a serious drama, but failed. And
even the attempted comic relief by the maintenance man was stilted and
obvious. The movie was way too predictable, and above all, slow. Once I could
tell thai the film wasn't actually going to go anywhere, I just wanted them to get
on with it.
Sometimes il's fun to watch a movie that is wrapped in a neat little
package like this one. But its not worth seven bucks. Rent it. Just don't go into
Indian Summer expecting a complex story about a bunch of people, like The Big
Chill or Grand Canyon. I give Indian Summer one-and-a-half Twizzlers, too.
Anger A Pervasive Theme
In Whitney Biennial Works
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
News Editor
Shocking. Insightful. Progressive.
Any of these words could be used to
describe the Whitney Museum of Ameri-
can Art's 1993 Biennial. The purpose of
this exhibition that began in the 1930s
has always been to show the direction
tha t art has taken in the past two years. If
the curator stillholdstrueto thispremise,
then the trend this year is to shock the
viewer with what many critics have called
"in your face art."
The second, third and fourth floors
of the Whitney are filled with a multifari-
ous grouping of artists and media. Pho-
tography plays probably the largest role
in the exhibition. Cindy Sherman's shock-
ingly explicit prints of naked women
splayed out in comely positions are con-
trasted with Nan Goldin's pictures of her
friends (ranging from transvestites to
homosexuals to one of her close female
friends).
Installations also play a significant
role. JanineAntoni's Gnaws of chocolate
and lard speak clearly to the societal
pressure that has been placed on women
since she regurgitated the chocolate to
create hearts and the lard to make lip-
stick. Antoni's theme is repeated by Sue
Williams in her The Sweet and Pungent
Smell of Success in which a huge rubber
vomit is placed on the floor of the gallery.
Its position invites one to walk over it
unknowingly like generations of men
have done to women struggling to attain
success and equality.
But what does all of this say? In a
manner that probably could not be any
more political, the artists are vociferously
shouting that they will no longer be op-
pressed, no longer lurk in the penum-
bras of society.
However, this message m ight have
been a bit overdone. Clearly an-all per-
vading theme is essential in such a huge
exhibit as this, but one's personal inter-
pretations seemed to have taken a back
seat to the artists' anger.
Kiki Smith's Mother clearly illus-
trates the ill effect that all of this aggres-
sion can have on the viewer. In this
installation, she has placed glass shapes
on the floor with a cast of her own
mother's feet on a pedestal above them.
Art critic Deborah Solomon has sug-
gested that the shards of glass represent
both the tears and the babies that come
from being a mother. Yet after the sen-
sory overload that the other pieces have
created it makes it difficult to see the
sublime message in this work.
If the object of the Biennial is to
alert every person to social ills, then the
mere act of paying admission and receiv-
ing a lapel pin should do that. When
placed together, these pins read "I can't
imagine ever wanting to be white." In a
society where subtle racism, sexism, and
please turn to page 15
John Rose conducts the Chapel Singers during a rehearsal for their T0M cmM"
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Kim Piotrowski's Home, Sweet Home, a mixed SUZANNEMUENDER
media construction from the Senior Exhibition in Widener
Gallery, which ran from April 15 to May 23. In this exhibit,
Trinity studio arts faculty selected the finest works of
graduating seniors. The exhibition included painting,
printiiiitkhig, and drawing by Dora Castro, Aurclia Fnsano,
Lucinda Hughes, Matthew Pedersen, and Daniel Martinez
Stahl, as well as Ms. Piotrowski. In Home Sweet Home, a red
mailbox is overflowing with a collection of objects, such as a
slinky, springs, colorful children's building blocks, beer caps,
small bottles of scotch whiskey and vodka, a piece of a chain,
a blade, and pills. These contents are glued to each other
and to the mailbox.
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homophobia are far more com-
mon Hi an overt attacks, this pro-
vocative statement forces white
America to rualize the mental
stress that those which society
has marginalized go through
each day.
This approach has left
most critics aghast at what they
think of as truckling under to
the forces of political correct-
ness. Yet the demographics
show that in the twenty-first
century being white will mean
being in the minority. The Bien-
nial seems to be making a state-
ment that very much forecasts
the future.
Anger has always been a
pervasive theme in art, and these
artists have chosen to make their
feelings abundantly clear so that
the rest of society can no longer
ignore their presence.
The exhibit will continue
in its entirety until June 13. The
Biennial can be viewed by ven-
turing down to Madison and
75th Street in Manhattan.
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Spring Dance Concert In Austin
Highlights Stylistic Diversity
BY SARA POLSONETTI
Arts Writer
From ballet to post-mod-
ernis I, whether accompa nied by
recorded voices or live acoustic
bass, last weekend's Spring
Dance Concert in Goodwin The-
ater offered something for ev-
eryone, even the unfamiliar
spectator.
To group the nine dance
pieces under one label would be
impossible and unfair butit was
certainly one of the mostdiverse
performances I've ever seen.
The evening began with a
joint venture by Robyn Adcock
'94 and Kristen Chun '95. The
Light, a highly message-oriented
piece, defied a label; it was a
mulri-scened dance, some
scenes taking on a theatrically
mimetic style, others being more
traditionally expressive solos.
Chun and Adcock played
thenialically with the relation-
ships of the five dancers, some-
limes pairing off a man and a
woman, sometimes the two
Nicole Sistare '93 (left) and Kristen Chun '95 (right)
perform in the dance Herllucitiatiotis in the Spring
Dance Concert.
It was accompanied by
two acoustic basses (one of
which was played by the com-
poser, Dereck Mercer-Wilkins)
which lent a frantic air through
their use of much pizzicato in
the largely unmelodic score.
The duet displayed an in-
timate relationship, both part-
ners of which were dealing with
a separate pain. The stark stage,
lack of lighting, and street-
To group the nine dance pieces under one
label would be impossible and unfair but it
was certainly one of the most diverse perfor-
mances I've ever seen.
men, and often the three women.
The dance worked as a sort of
glimpse into a typical day of
these five people, and almost
lied a sense of voyeurism.
Another quintet (again
choreographed by Chun),
opened the second half of the
performance. Choreography be-
came the focus of A Disturbance
in the House, the importance of
content, costuming, and even of
the individual dancers was
overcome by fluid and syn-
chronized movement.
The choice of green light-
ing and of Enigma's mystical
and rhythmic music worked
well with the dance style to cre-
ate a superbly meshed whole.
The two solos of the
evening, although stylistically
very different, both dealt with
inner conflict. Member, choreo-
graphed and performed by
Janna Sobel '96, dealt with the
construction and destruction of
emotional barriers.
Remembering You, a quite
symbolic piece created and per-
formed by Melissa Griffin '95,
was a goodbye of sorts; to years
past and to tradition.
This goodbye was well
signified in the dance through
the sly and subtle insertion of
more modern and expressive
moves into a more formal ballet
style.
Only one piece of the
evening was choreographed by
a faculty member. An untitled
work in progress by Assistant
Professor Pedro Rodriguez was
danced by himself and Nicole
Sistare '93.
The piece was amazing to
watch for the technical virtuos-
ity and stamina it required and
it left me as physically tired as I
could tell the dancers were by
their heaving chests.
clothes costuming created an
every day effect which con-
trasted highly with the obvious
ability and training of the danc-
ers. Sistare, as always, was a joy
to watch.
Two shorter pieces,
Chun's Herllucinations and
Vivian Hollzman's It's AH In
Your Head dealt with the harm-
ful or helpful influences a young
woman might encounter.
Chun, after taking a pill,
is approached by four women
who display their differences
through costume and dancing
style(ballerina,sexpot,etc). All
attempt to pull her in their own
directions.
Hollzman, putting her
dance to a track of typically
heard gender-related insults,
begins the dance and is gradu-
ally joined by six other females
who copy her movements and
appear and dance in defiance to
the ongoing insults.
At the final moment,
when the dancers yell the title
of the piece in unison, there is a
momentary confusion about
whose "head" Holtzman is re-
ferring to, but she made her
point and has chosen a poignant
subject matter.
Also performed was a
non-referential, solely move-
ment based quartet that arose
from an in-class improvisation.
Chun's outstanding First
Breath, Outta Breath, which re-
ceived recognition at this year's
American College Dance Festi-
val, and which was performed
last month in the Dance Club
concert, was also featured.
Avner The Eccentric To Perfbun
In Goodwin Spring Weekend
BY AMY EMPOLITI
Arts Editor
Internationally acclaimed
clown, Avner the Eccentric, will
perform in Goodwin Theater in
the Austin Arts Center at 3 and
7 p.m. on Saturday, May 1. He
will be Austin Arts' last Center
Artists Series performer of this
year. This performance will co-
incide with Trinity's Annual
Spring Weekend Kid's Fair.
Avner Eisenberg is best
known for his role as The Jewel,
the holy man in The jewel of the
Nile with Michael Douglas and
Kathleen Turner.
He has been described by
New York Magazine thea ter critic
John Simon as "a clown for the
thinking man and
the exacting
child."
Proceeds
will benefit area
e l e m e n t a r y
schools' arts edu-
cation programs
and' the Trinity
Childcare Center.
Donations on the
day of the show
will be gladly ac-
cepted.
Admission
for the public is
$6 for adults and
$2 for children 2-
12. For tickets and
information, call
(203) 297-2199. Avner the Eccentric. ICM ARTISTS, LTD.
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N amaskar folks and lets takea look at what we've gotfor you this week in the
continuing Saga of Indian Digest.
This week it was Raj Kamal Gupta
as told to me by Bob Howard (Al-
leged Car Thief and part time TV repair guy with strange
sools).
Standing at an intimidating 5 foot seven indies, Raj
weighs in at about 135 lbs. He's got a reach of sixty five
inches and he has never boxed a day in his life. Raj is a
iretty funny guy, according to Bob. When he picks up the
ihone and is asked to spell his last name, Raj says the
following, that is "G-u-p-t-a, P as in Paris, T as in Tommy
and A as in Apple." Can you believe it?
When Bob decided to give me Raj's story, I was a
litde taken off guard. I honestly did not feel as though I had
the right to use a secondary source but since Raj was
unable to give me an interview, I had to rely on someone.
Howard gotthepermission of Gupta signed andnotarized
iy the notary public. He faxed me the information imme-
diately and then I went to work. I jumped on my magic
carpet™ and proceeded to make my way after Raj. Real-
izing that magic carpets™ are not really magic, 1 chose to
top fooling myself and returned to reality. So then, I
decided to investigate Raj's personal life. There was obvi-
ously only one way to do it. I called the authorities and got
search warrant.
I learned immediately that his friends affectionately
refer to him as"Gooper." His enemies call him their most
feared rival. Those who have never met him call him Raj,
His friends come from varied parts of the Trinity cultural
scene, though Howard refused time and time again, to tell
ne who exactly who these friends were. I pressed him
further for the information but he continued to resist.
There was no hope, none. I wrestled with his refusals for at
least three months and then I came to the conclusion that
f this situation was going to be taken care of, I would be
breed to do this job all by myself.
I needed some/answers so 1 called the Bureau of
[nformation on People and Stuff Like Tha t for Those Who
Afant to Know Things Like That for Various Reasons
(BIPSLTTWWKTLTVR, for short)." They too categorically
denied me access.
I was just about to give up when something, some-
where, somehow sparked my interest. Maybe it was
realization that I only have one more Indian Digest to write
after this.
I decided to explore a little further finding that his
mother's name is Nermala Gupta. When Raj was twelve,
he was nationally ranked as a tennis player in India. He
also attended boarding school in India where he often
gave lectures to fellow students. While there, Raj was also
in a commercial that promoted a new candy. This product
went on to become the leading selling candy in India. But
remember, Raj was in the commercial!
Raj has been at Trinity for the full run but I guess it
must be kind of different to be at Trinity, if you are from
abroad, because going abroad is just not the same experi-
ence. Anyway, I just think that it is something that all of
us should think about. In other news Raj wants to get a job
in New York and given his choice in careers he would
prefer to be a trader, not traitor. I assume this means stocks
and not countries.
The reason why he wants to be trader is because they
are street smart as opposed to an investment banker which
requires no street^marts, according to Howard via Raj. To
emphasize Raj's'commitment to his career choice, it is
notable that he is an avid reader of many economic jour-
nals and goes through withdrawal and depression if he
does not read the Wall Street Journal everyday.
His favorite meal is a Ham Grinder with hot pep-
pers. It has to have hot peppers, according to Howard.
And so with that I will conclude yet another edition of
Indian Digest with the fact that Raj is the first Indian in
Indian digest to actually hold permanent residence in the
motherland. He resides in Delhi, India.
I've actually only talked to Raj ten or eleven times
since. I came to Trinity, and each time it has been an
amusing and friendly encounter. As We look towards the
waning weeks at Trinity, I uige all Indians and Non-
Indians alike to talk to someone who you have only talked
to ten or eleven times before and extend the arm of friend-
ship. Who knows what might happen?
Carry on folks and thank you Raj Kamal Gupta via
Bob Howard for taking your rightful place among the
Indians of the Week. Woooord!
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??Did You >w?
Did y ouknow the origins of Trinity's spring weekend? The tradition of a Spring Weekend
began many years ago when the College was as yet young. In the 1850s, before the global
warming effect had set in, winters lasted much longer: up to seven or eight months, in fact. We
think that this year's winter has been particularly long and harsh, but imagine being stuck inside
horn September through June, with temperatures dropping as low as -20 degrees (this all, of
course, before wind-chill factors had even been invented). Connecticut, at the time, was one of
the most northern United States' territories, and Hartf oid was one of the coldest Americanci lies.
(This all changed with the admission of Maine, Vermont, and Nebraska to the union later in the
nineteenth century, but that is another story.) Trinity men were forced to find innovative ways
to entertain themselves during their extended periods indoors, and came up with some prelly
strange solutions. One game they played involved a football, a wastepaper basket, and a plate
of orange soda, but unfortunately the rules have been lost (yet another victim of the 1960s fire
which claimed Alumni Hall, Trinity's original gymnasium). Another, slightly more popular
game, found four students, each holding the corner of a blanket with a fifth student lying in t he
middle. The four holders then drew the blanket taut, thus launching the prostrate student into
the air. As the years passed, the apparatae used became more complex, until it consisted of a
single enormous spring, covered with a sturdy burlap cover, capable of launching a student
please see page 17
ALONG THE LONG W A L K
Who Would Hay At Your
Ideal Spring Weekend?
Elisabeth Rhodes '95*, Hatry
Con/iick Jr..
Fernando Casella '93: Since
Buckwheat is dead and E.G.
isimpossiblefrilsaytheSpin
Doctors.
Monique Miller '94; t he
Indigo Girls.
JoshSandcrson'%: Slyand
the Family Stone.
tSf)L? r a V e S '93: B a r i y JattiesonFitzPatrick'95-.NoU Hugh Anderson W Don'ty
Marulow.
g
Go away! I've got a meeting. use my picture!
Editor's Note: Jon Moskowitz '95 answered "hAenudo, with the Brady Kids
as an opener!" quite emphatically, but a picture was not available.
BY SUZANNE FAUJENDER
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Give Your Vote To One Heck Of A
Guy: Doug Connelly For President
Page 17
BY JONATHAN E. IIV.USER
i'mlurct! Editor
not impressed,
The ranks of student gov-
ernment during my four years
here have for the most part filled
with self-serving power mon-
gers eager to bolster their
resumes, people with no plan in
mind other than to occupy their
offices.
A professor of mine once
said that the great American
presidents have had a special
combination of two characteris-
tics which made them great: a
vision, and the ability and skill
to carry out that vision.
Ronald Reagan was a
skillful politician, but lacked vi-
sion, and Jimmy Carter had a
vision, but lacked the ability to
carry it out. Abraham Lincoln
had both, and thus is remem-
bered as a great President.
If the same rules are ap-
plied to the SGA, it is painfully
obvious that recent SGA presi-
dents have had neither, and have
never approached greatness.
Doug Connelly, on the
other hand, has no particular
political ambition, and in fact
was surprised when he heard of
the large and spontaneous
groundswell of a campaign
I intft Doug three years
ago when he was a prospective
student visiting Trinity, along
with his prep school cohorts
Tucker Mact.ean and JakeGillis.
I knew right away that he
would come to Trinity, because
he fit into the College's unique
culture so well: he dressed the
part, acted the part, and visited
morepartiesand fraternities that
Friday night than he or anyone
else could remember.
Already I could see the
makings of a politician in him,
When Doug matriculated
the next year, he immediately
showed an intense interest in
the life of the College, He began
to sleep, eat, and breathe Trin-
ity. He attended classes, ate his
meals in Haga, and lived in a
dorm. It doesn't get much more
rah rnh than that,
This year, I went to the
polls to vole for next year's Stu-
dent Government Officers, and
took a glance at the names on
theballot. Needless tosay, I was
f \
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8 ounces Classic Saga Blue cheese, cut in
bits
2 cups cooked Albert R. "Cubby" Broccoli
florettes
Rye Quiche Crust*
1/2 cup,,,chopped chives or scallions
3 eggs, slightly beaten
1 cup milk
1/2 pound sliced bacon cut in two inch
pieces, crisply cooked
2 to 4 dashes hot pepper sauce, optional
Arrange Saga Blue and Broccoli in un-
cooked rye pastry (recipe follows) in ten
inch tart pan. Sprinkle on chives. Place
pan on jelly roll pan to catch drips.
Lightly beat eggs; mix in milk. Carefully
pour egg-milk mixture over Saga and
Broccoli in tart pan. Top with bacon.
Bake in preheated 350° F oven for 40
minutes, or until set and beginning to
puff and brown. Makes six to eight
servings.
*Rye Quiche Crust
.1/2 cup rye flour
1 1/4 cups white flour, divided
2 tablespoons caraway seeds
4 tablespoons cold butter, cut into small
pieces
1/3 cup ice water
In food processor, whirl rye flour, one
cup white flour and caraway seeds. Add
butter and whirl five seconds. Add ice
water. Pulse until dough clumps to-
gether.
OR, mix rye flour and one cup white flour
and caraway seeds. Cut butter in with
pastry blender until mixture resembles
course meal. Add ice water; mix to form
a ball and knead briefly.
Refrigerate for 1/2 hour longer. Roll
out, using remaining white flour, on a
board. Line a 10-inch tart pan, working
dough high to completely cover sides.
Makes two ten-inch crusts. Use one;
freeze the second. Or, use the second and
freeze the first.
,J
launched to get him into office.
He thus has no vision, per se, but
he is a darn nice guy, and would
make a good president. After
all, good may not be great but it
is a hell of a lot better than bad,
which are the only choices we've
got.
It seems that the people
who put themselves up for elec-
tion are tooanxious tobeelected:
their self-presentation as candi-
dates is almost an admission of
their lust for command,
Doug, on the other hand,
has no such lust, because he
didn't really intend to run for
the office.
He is a man who will not
disappoint the student body by
compromising his integrity and
making promises he can't keep,
because he's not making any
promises at all.
Let's put the school in
good hands for its 171st year.
It's not too late: write in Doug
Connelly for President.
Did You Know
continued from page 16
thirty or forty feet in the air. Of
course, considering the highest
ceiling of any Trinity building
was fifteen feet, this game cause
some problems (and more than
a few bumps and bruises!).
When the Spring thaw finally
came, joyous students were able
to move their favorite games
outside, where the first week-
end was taken up entirely by
bouncing on the enormous
springy
BmHigestion
continued from page 17
Like 'Did Mali (who was my
Indianian of the week) know
that she was going to be the
objectofsuchabadarticle?' And
I was so flustered that I couldn't
think of a response, so I wolfed
down my third burger and ran
for my room in New Dorm.
But somewhere around
Northam the giant reared his
ugly head. I had indigestion.
I'd eaten too many burgers too
quickly. So I was doubled over
on the Long Walk, clutching my
stomach, and all I could hear
was people walking by saying
things like 'hey isn't that the
guy who wrote that stupid ar-
ticle about that poor freshman
from Indiana? Well he sure is
getting what he deserves, huh?'
Finally I crawled back to my
room and killed a dozen Alka-
Seltzers.
"John I'm not sure that I
can go through that again. I
mean I'm a Sports Editor, a jock,
a pseudo tough guy. I can keep
laying my rep on the line for
your section. So why don't you
just give me an article on crew
and we'll call it even?"
"Bob, writing for Fea tures
is not easy. Sometimes it can be
painful, or dangerous, or con-
troversial, but at its heart fea-
tures is..."and Heuser was off in
his own world where all that
existed was him, his Features
section, and the Vigil of the
week. A half an hour later, I
realized that it is pointless to try
to barter with a political genius,
so I agreed to the trade.
Namaksar.
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ONI] H O k phPlease press 7-6 after read-ing this article.Two issues ago, you may
have been unfortunate enough to
read Indiana Digest, In it I de-
scribed the dictatorial nature of
the Features editor, and the manipulative way in which he
works back room deals to get articles for his section. This
issue is no different,
I am one of two Sports Editors, and in the Sports
section, we try to profile deserving athletes from a couple
of sports in each issue. Mr. Heuser rows crew and is
actively involved in The Tripod, so I figured that he would
be more than happy to write a profile on certain outstand-
ing members of his team. I am so naive.
I happened upon Heuser's office early in the week
and decided to ask him if he would be able to put aside his
thesis long enough to give us a short profile, He smiled,
offered me a drink and a cigar, and suggested that we talk
for a while. The consummate politician.
We discussed everything from the miserable winter
to Heuser's new thesis The Sacio-Economic Background of
First Time Portable Stereo Customers, Then he got to the
point.
"You know Bob, this business runs on favors. You
scratch my back and I'll scratch yours. They only way
you'll see anything about crew is if I get another article out
of you."
It was my absolute worst nightmare. "Aw come on
John, I can't write another feature. Do youknowhowmuch
crap I took for my last one?"
"Tell me about it Bob." Suddenly the Features Editor
thought he was my psychologist, but I had to tell someone.
"Jesus John, it was terrible. On Tuesday night I went
to dinner, and the meal wasn't anything great, so I figured
that I'd just grab a double burger from ole Bill at the Fire
house and enjoy my Tripod. Well I went over to the table
where I usually eat and everyone had a Tripod opened to
the Features section and they were all being real quiet.
"So I sat down and started reading the paper. A solid
two minutes went by and no one had said anything to me,
so I kept my eyes on my paper and pretended to read.
Finally Hooked up and Jeff Almeida '94 was staring at me
with this big grin onhis face. The nex t thing I knew, he was
cracking up so hard that he could barely talk. Well I was
certain that he was laughing at me, and with a great effort
he was able to contain his chuckling enough to spit out 'you
like a real dork in that picture.'
"I tried to tell him I knew that, but that the picture
was taken four years ago, and that my mother had dressed
me for my high school senior picture, and that if it had been
up to me I never would have looked like that, and I had no
idea how it worked its way into the Pig book, but everyone
else at the table began a discussion about how different I
look now. They said that I've put on fifteen obvious
pounds and that my facial hair had increased dramatically,
but other than that I hadn't changed much, so if I looked
like a dork then I definitely look like one now.
"Now I've this problem when I get nervous, I tend to
eat a lot, so when everyone started in on me, I responded by
jamming the rest of that double burger down my throat.
Since there wasnothing else to eat thatnight, so Igot up and
got another one. By the time I got back to my seat the
conversation has moved to other things so I went back to
reading thepaper. Suddenly Chris Calio'96says'Chipman?
Chipman!? You call yourself a Sports Editor? One of the
greatest sports movies in the history of the world and you
can't remember the name of the most important character?
Jimmy Chipwood. Its Jimmy ChipWOOD, Bob. Got It?'
I'm thinking to myself 'Oh man. How did I forget the name
of the kid in Hoosiersl I'm never going to hear the end of
this.' Butlike an idiot, I put my foot in my mouth bysaying,
'Chipman, Chipwood, Chipmonks, Chip Swain '93, Paunch
and John. Who cares?'
"Just about everyone at the table, that's who. And so
they launched into a discussion about how anyone could
possibly forget this kid's name, after all he did hit one of the
biggest shots in the ever in high school hoops. So, I finished
my second double burger.
"Back at the fire house, Bill was starting to recognize
me. 'Didn't I talk to you at the View the other night?' I
couldn't bring myself to admit that this was my third
double of the evening, so I said 'I can't remember. I must
have be#n really blitzed,' and got out of there as quickly as
I could.;
/'The table was no kinder. By now they were starting
to ask the questions that they were really curious about.
please see left column
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For Grandissimo Italian Food, The Keg Gets Four Stars
BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
AND ANDY LEVINE
Metro-Hartford Writers
A well kept secret in Hartford is
The Keg. This restaurant is nothing fancy,
but it offers some tasty food and cold
draft beer at prices that are sure hard to
beat.
From the exterior, The Keg re-
sembles any other mediocre beer and
pizza joint. On the inside, with its dark
wood paneling, high backed booths, and
bounteous bar area, it has more of the
appearance of a tavern. But don't be
fooled by appearances.
The menu is comprised of a me-
lange of pizza, pasta, grinders, burgers,
and dinners (i.e. veal Parmesan), with a
savory selection of appetizers which in-
clude garlic bread, potato skins, and for
the more daring, jalapeno peppers. All
the traditional favorites are served here!
For an appetizer we shared hot
chicken wings ($4,75).
Andy: As soon as the waitress lay
this, healthy portion of golden brown
chicken wings in front of my ravenous
eyes, I was in love. Once I bit into these
tender morsels, I was head over heels in
uncontrolled passion. Clean bones were
a-flyin' as I devoured in haste, saving
only enough time to breathe in between
mouthfuls. The only thing these meaty
limbs were lacking, was anoverpowerful
spicy flavor. For those of us that enjoy
eating our chicken wings wi thou t down-
ing a tankard of water, this is an added
bonus. Accompanied by a pint of hearty
Spaten, this dish was a little taste of
heaven. MMMMMMMM, beer.
Alexandra: I have to admit that I
was skeptical about anltalian restaurant
attempting chicken wings, but my fears
were completely un-
founded. Not too
spicy, but not too
bland, these wings
(the orange grease
kind) were groovy.
There were so many
of these toothsome
tidbits that I could
barely even touch the
plentiful portion of
carrot and celery
sticks.
As an appetizer
we were also going to order a large
antipasto ($6.25), until our waitress in-
quired if we were at all familiar with the
sizes at The Keg and suggested that we
might prefer the smaller one ($4.95). It
must ha ve been ordering both the wings
and the antipasto that gave us away.
Alexandra: What a wise waitress,
for I ha ve never in my life seen such a big
"small" antipasto. An enormous bed of
crisp iceberg lettuce was overcrowded
with cheese, marinated mushrooms, Ital-
ian p eppers, and different types of mea t,
and it was all bathed in a delicious home-
Hartford Area Group To
Hold OJrban Agenda' Rally
BY JAY WISE
Metro-Hartford Editor
In an effort to focus attention on a
newly proposed urban agenda, Hartford
Areas Rally Together, one of Hartford's
largest community organizations, will
be hosting a rally this Wednesday.
HART, whose efforts center
around education, development, crime,
property taxes and youth programs, has
given the rally the title, "LA=Hartford?
— The State's Choice," in an attempt to
draw a parallel between the two cities.
The rally, in fact, will fall on the first
anniversary of the Rodney King verdict.
HART has already taken as a sym-
bol for the rally a burning candle, to
suggest, says a press release, "that
Hartford's hope is alive but flickering in
the wake of urban neglect by the Gover-
nor and State Legislature."
One of the members of the Trinity
Community's most strongly supporting
HART's efforts is Eddie Perez, Trinity's
Director of Community Relations, who
says that "The rally is being held to draw
attention to the plight of cities like Hart-
ford," and is advocating many of the
same items on HART's agenda, such as
the creation of a Payment in Lieu of Ta.xes
program (to ease inequities between the
surrounding suburbs and Hartford), and
the creation of a Jobs Transitional Center.
FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA
956-6000
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fr i& Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00
939 Maple Avenue
Haitfoid, CT06114
SERVING HARTFORD
FOR 56 YEARS
made Italian dressing. This could have
been a meal in itself. If what we ordered
was a small, I would hate to even fathom
the large.
Andy: Antipasto is a dish that
varies as much as the seasons themselves.
Many places serve you lettuce, oil and
vinegar and maybe an anchovy if you're
lucky. Not The Keg.
This dish came with
every antipasto gar-
nish under the sun.t
All the ingredients"
combined to create a
salad that will leave
you screaming En-
core! Encore\ Aside
from taste, this
"small" salad was
Grandissimo, big
enough for the hun-
griest of all herbi-
vores. After this monstrous antipasto we
had a gargantuan pizza, half plain, half
pepper and mushroom ($11.50).
Alexandra: We should have
known by the size of the antipasto that at
The Keg, a large pizza would indeed be
LARGE. And it was. I have never in my
life seen so much cheese on one pizza. If
you were to take all the cheese from the
pizzas that Campus Pizza delivers in one
week you still would not come close to
the amount on this heavenly pie. And
unlike at other pizza joints, the pizza was
not the least bit greasy. The vegetables
were fresh, not canned, and the peppers
had a delightful crunchy texture. To put
it bluntly, this is some very outstanding
pizza.
Andy: After two excellent dishes
in a row, I was greeted by a cheese cov-
ered grand finale. It's been a while since
I have had pizza this good. The thick and
crispy crust was bathed in a tasty home-
made tomato sauce and was covered
with a smooth and stringy layer of moz-
zarella. The pie was so big, that even a
voracious appetite such as mine could
not put a sizable dent in it.
Andy. My experience at The Keg,
price included, was 100 percent free of
complaints. Even the bathroom was a
pleasing experience. There is just noth-
ing more that needs to be said except, I
give it four doggie bags out of five.
Alexandra: A word of warning:
when The Keg says large they mean
LARGE, and when they say small they
mean large. So go with a big appetite but
order small. Great food at beyond rea-
sonable prices, the Keg just can't be beat.
As far as pizza joints go this one gets four
large Italian stars!
The Keg has two locations: on the
corner of Capitol and Sisson Avenues at
99 Sisson Avenue, Hartford, and at 1274
Farmington Avenue, Farmington. They
are open seven days a week from 11:00
a.m. until 11:00 p.m. Telephone: 236-
5423 in Hartford and 678-1400 in Farm-
ington.
Hartford
Cinema City
Passion Fish (R) 7:00,9:40
Like Water For Chocolate (NR) 7:15,9:30
The Crying Game (R) 7:30,9:50
Strictly Ballroom (NR) 7:45,9:55
'East Hartford
Buster's Pub & Cinema
A Few Good Men (R) . 7:15,9:30
Showcase Cinema
The Dark Half (R) 1:35,
Aladdin (G) 1:05,
Scent of a Woman (PG-13) 9:15
This Boy's Life (R) 1:30,
Adventures of Huck Finn (PG) 1:20,
Who's The Man (R) 1:00,
Indian Summer (PG-13) 1:20,
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3 (PG) 1:15,
Indecent Proposal (PG) 1:00,
Point of No Return (R) 8:45,
Unforgiven (R) 4:35,
Cop and a Half (PG) 1:05,
The Sandlot (PG) 1:10,
Boiling Point (R) I :JO,
Benny and Joon.(PG) V25,
4:30,7:40,10:05
2:50
4:20, 7:30, 9:50
4:15, 7:05
3:00, 5:00, 7:25, 7:55, 9:40,10:15
3:20, 5:30, 7:35,10:00
3:20, 5:15
3:20,5:35,8:00,10:20
10:45
7:10, 9:45
3:10, 5:05, 7:00
3:15,5:20,7:20, 9:20
3:05, 5:10, 7:50,10:10
3:25,5:25, 7:45, 9:55
West Hartford
Elm 1&2
A Few Good Men (PG-13) 7:15,9-.50
Howard's End (PG) 7-.00,9:45
At The Movies
BiitSox Back In Town
The New Britain Red Sox are at the opening of a season some might call
less than stellar. But the nostalgic pleasures of minor-league baseball are still
there for the taking at the Sox' Beehive Park, and the BritSox are taking orders
and below are listed all upcoming home games in May.
May 4,5,6
May 7,8,9
May 10,11,12,13
Binghamton Mets
London Tigers
Albany Yankees
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Women Top Coast GuaM, But Men Fall To WPI
BY ADAM DUNN
Sports Writer
Last week the Trinity's
Men's and Women's Track
teams squared off against the
Engineers of Wl'l and the Coast
Guard Academy's Women's
team in their last dual meet of
the season. The meet sparkled
with strong individual perfor-
mances from both the men and
women Bants, and only a fluke
mistake, and WI'I's .strength in
the field events, prevented last
Saturday from being a sweep.
The Women benefited
from a bevy of strong individual
performances, and a small CGA
team, to roll to an impressive
victory. Leading the way were
sophomores Michel le Stone and
Christine Siegfried in the sprints,
seniors Deb Gammons and Car-
rie Pike in the distance events,
and senior Jack Kupa and junior
Lisa Miehelizza in the throwing
events,
Kupa dominated the
throwing evenls, winning the
discus, shot and javelin throw.
Micheli/./.a took second in the
hammer throw and javelin,
while Alisha Wnyman '95 com-
pleted a Trinity sweep of the
javelin with a third place show-
ing. Wayman scored again in
the 400 low hurdles. She was
runner-up to freshwoman team-
mate Jessica Grade. Grade won
the 111) high hurdles, beating
Bantam Kalhy Sanders and a
CGA hurdler, Sanders picked
up a second place for Trinity in
the triple jump.
Pike and Chris Kelley '96
took second and third in theSOO,
and sophomore Alexis Colby
was runner up in the 1500. The
Bantams dominated the3000,as
Gammons, Lucy Craig '96 and
Colby swept the event. Stone
won both the 100 and 200 meter
races. Siegfried .starred in the
400 and long jump, and also
picked up a second in the 200.
Rima Doshi '96 scored a third in
the 100. The final score was
Trinity 84 and CGA 48.
The Men's half of the meet
went less auspiciously, due to
some unlikely misfortunes, but
they almost came away with the
victory. The meet began on a
low note. Usually a Trinity meet
begins with the 4x100 relay
sprinting to an lop-sided vic-
tory, but last Saturday, as the
fans of the "4 x nasty" watched
in disbelief, a perfect hand-off
between freshman Myron Tho-
mas and senior John Mullaney
suddenly became a disqualifi-
cation. Mysteriously, the baton
flew into the air and struck the
ground just as it seemed like
Mullaney would be digging an
early grave for the WPI runners.
This fluke, combined with an
improbable loss in the long
jump, wound up being the mar-
gin of victory for WPI.
Otherwise, the meet went
very well. Senior Josh Bruno,
thwarted in the 4x100, contin-
ued to dominate NESCAC
sprinting events, recording vic-
tories in both the 100 and 200.
Thomas recorded a third in the
100 meters, as well. Yussuf Khan
'93 and Tom McDavitt '95 took
the first and third prizes in the
400 respectively, as McDavitt
ran a personal best.
In another outstanding
personal best, senior Gordie
Wisbach pulled away from the
pack, including fellow Bant
James Fitzpatrick'95, on theback
stretch of the 1500 to win his
first competition, Wisbach also
took third in the 800 in a race
that Fitzpatrick won handily.
To complete perhaps the
best day for Trinity distance this
year, junior Steve Harding de-
stroyed the competition in the
5000, and freshman Jim
•Woodworth surprised a strong
tandem of WPI steeplechasers
to win the event with another
personal best.
Freshmen John Dugan
and Shawn Marshall won the
hammer and triplejump respec-
tively. Tiger Reardon '96 was
runner-up in both the shot and
hammer. Brianjohnson'93and
Chris Edenbach '96 scored sec-
ond and third in the javelin and
high-jump respectively.
Sadly, the Bants came up
on the short end of the 95-70
result. This weekend both teams
will participate in the NESCAC
Championships at Wesleyan.
.H "in,I
Tom Aitken '94 prepares to heave the javelin in a meet at Trinity earlier this season. HUY COUJS
Cartin Notches Seven Goals In Two Games
Men's Lax Dumps New Haven
BY BRIAN GENDRON
Sports Writer
The Trinity men's la-
crosse team split its games this
week, beating New Haven on
Saturday 19-4 and losing to
Wesleyan 7-5 Wednesday.
With two important games this
week, Trinity hopes to improve
its record, which currently
stands at 3-6, to 5-6.
ftBaturday, a fired-up
Trinity team went to blew Ha-
ven with one thing in mind, an
impressivewin. Withoutlook-
ing back, Trinity accomplished
their goal, rolling to a 19-4 drub-
bing of New Haven.
The Bants came out fir-
ing, amassing lOfirsthalf goals
to New Haven's one tally. Not
letting up in the second half,
Trinity registered 9more goals
while only allowing three more
to get by.
The Trinity attack was
led by junior Mark Kastrud,
who had three goals, and fresh-
manphonemeGregCartin,who
tallied four goals.
Other contributors were
Chris Parzych '96 with 2 goals,
Gus Phelps '95 with 3, Joe Porto
'93 and Dan MacKeigan '95 with
2 a piece, and Mike Robinson
'94, Gregg Franco '96, and Dave
Dibble '96 with a single tally
each.
Thedefensewasexcellent,
allowing only 18 shots by New
Haven attackers. Led by seniors
Jason Masi and Jeff Detnpsey,
the Bants also received excellent
play across the back from Josh
Newsome '95 and Rob Weber
'94.
Between the pipes, Trin-
ity got grea t play from Ed Ronan
'96 and Cam Hopkins '93, who
combined for 14 saves.
Wednesday, Trinity
dropped a tough game against
Wesleyan 7-5. Trinity showed
Wesleyan two different teams
within the span of the game.
The first half ended with
Wesleyan ahead 6-1.
Then, an aggressive
Trinity team came out rejuve-
nated in the second half,and
outscored the Cardinals 4-1.
Unfortuna tely, the effortby the
offense, and Ronan's 19 saves,
weren't enough to salvage a
win for the Bants.
Goals were forwarded
by Cartin, who tallied three
scores, and Porto and Rob
Stempien '95 with one apiece.
Though a tough loss, the game
again showcased the inspired
play of netminder Ronan, who
has played excellent for the
Bantams all season.
The Bantams are look-
ing for wins in their two games
this week. If they get them, the
team will end the season on a
high note and with a respect-
able record.
On Thursday, the lax
squad faces Tufts in what is
sure to be a great game, and on
Saturday the team will travel
to Maine to face a solid Polar
Bear team at Bowdoin.
Women Ruggers Tackle Mt Holyoke 32-5 For First Win
BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Sports Writer
After a long winter, the
Women's Rugby team has fi-
nally made it back on the field.
The March snowstorm ruined
the field and the ruggers were
practicing inside for weeks. But
thanks to a dedicated team, and
the organization of A-side cap-
tains Lisa Whitney '94 and
Juliette LaMontagne '93, the
team was able to keep practice
going.
At Wellesley on April
17th, the team suffered its first
defeat of the school year. The
team was undefeated during the
fall season. Wellesley scored 3
hys in the first half of the game.
The team regrouped in the sec-
ond half, and held Wellesley to
a final score of 15-0.
The match this past
Wednesday marked a great im-
provement over the. Wellesley
game. Playing Wesleyan, who
had previously beaten Wellesley
this season, the Bantam ruggers
came out of the game with a tie.
Each team scored one try. Scor-
ing for the Bantams was sopho-
more Sarah Stuckey. B-side team
tied as well, with a score of 0-0,
This past Saturday, at
home, the team had itsbest game
yet. The Bants ran all over Mt.
Holyoke, winning by an a maz-
ing scoreof32-5. Although Trin-
ity was outnumbered by the
Holyoke team, which brought
nearly three timesas many play-
ers, the Bants could not be
stopped offensively. Trys for
Trinity were made by Kendra
North '93, LaMontagne, junior
Gwen Godek, and three by
Stuckey.
The team will take on the
University of Hartford at home
the Saturday morning of Spring
Weekend. For the senior
ruggers, its their last game and
they are hoping to go out with a
win.
Sophomore sensation Sarah Stuckey eludes the pack last Saturday at Trinity. She
had three trys in the Bants 32-5 drubbing.
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Profile: Giazaidei And Morse l^ad Crew
BY JONATHAN HEUSER
Features Editor
Although seniors John H.
Graziadei and Amy Morse h'ave
different backgrounds, when it
comes to Crew at Trinity, they
share a common dedication to
the sport.
For seven years Amy has
toiled behind her oar, and it has
brought her both the elation of
success and the pain of failure,
Along the way she has learned
about her abilities, her limita-
tions, and the possibilities of
teamwork.
Any activity people take
part in consistently for seven
years is bound to have a pro-
found influence on their life, but
crew, perhaps, has an exception-
ally strong presence in a person's
character.
Long hours of training the
entire year round go into forg-
ing a boat which can perform a
single activity, the p erf ect stroke,
over and over again in condi-
tions of temperature, wind,
waves and current which may
vary dramatically.
The eight rowers in the
boat must move in perfect har-
mony and with technical disci-
pline to create a mixture of
speed, balance, strength and
unity which will draw them
across the finish line ahead of
every other crew on the water.
It is rare and difficult for a
crew to find that groove which
will allow it to row its best. Amy
has been privileged enough to
experience the satisfaction of
approaching s uch a groove, and
has also felt the frustration of
coming up far short of the goal.
She began her career as a
rower in prep school, rowing in
the Varsity Women's Eight at
Phillips Andover Acadamy.
After years of track, ice hockey,
field hockey, and lacrosse, Amy
looked for a new a thle tic experi-
ence, and found crew both ex-
citing and intriguing, and her-
self more athletically satisfied
on the water.
She also found a sport at
which she excelled, and in which
her peers came to respect and
admire her: Amy was elected
captain of the Women's Varsity
team.
"Crew is the sport in
which I've found the team to be
the closest, where we've formed
the most intense units," she ex-
plained.
Indeed, the uniformity of
rowing denVands a uniquely
cohesive team, without which a
team breaks down to nine indi-
viduals and a losing boat. Thus,
as Amy says, in a victory the
entire team emerges as the hero.
"Winning a crew race is
much more satisfying than win-
ning a game, because in field
hockey and lacrossey ou can win
a game, but you may not have
been a contributor. Maybe you
didn't score a goal, or rim the
ball down the field, or make a
big defensive play," reflected
Amy. "In crew, you know that
everyone has done something,
and that everyone is giving the
same thing. There's no star.
When you win, it's satisfying to
everyone."
Of course, victory is never
assured. Amy fmishedher prep
school rowing career in a .re-
Senior Crew captains John H. Graziadei and Amy Morse have
toward their success as oarsmen.
BETH PI BO
taken different routes
markable way: her boat won the
New England Interscholastic
Championships, and she con-
tinued rowing the following
summer in a composite boat of
New England prepers that won
a silver medal at the Junior Na-
tional Championships in India-
napolis, Indiana. She later com-
peted at Junior National selec-
tion camp, and narrowly missed
securing a spot.
Her freshman year in col-
lege, however, came as a shock:
her Novice team was made up
of completely inexperienced
rowers, and failed to win one
race.
"That first year was frus-
trating, but I believed that even-
tually we would be successful.
Having to row on the Novice
team was tough, but I knew that
the next year things would get
better," said Amy.
Her hope proved to be
well founded, as the next year
her boat lost to only one other
crew during the regular season
and made the finals of the sea-
son ending Dad Vail Regatta in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
"That season is the one I
look back on with the most sat-
isfaction and pride," she said,
and it must have been especially
satisfying coming as it did on
the heels of such a trying first
year at Trinity.
"It is much more exciting
rowing here [at the collegiate
level]," explained Amy. "It is
much more demanding, and you
row all year round. So much
work goes into every Spring sea-
son."
If it takes a lot of work to
put together a winning boat, it
likewise takes dedication and
perseverance to be a successful
student, and considering the
time drain incumbent with row-
ing, it takes a special person to
maintain athletic excellence.
Amy considers herself to
be a serious student, and has
worked hard this year on her
Senior History thesis, which is a
study of benevolent American
women of the nineteenth cen-
tury.
"Crew, if anything, makes
you a more diligent student,
because when you've got to get
up at 5:30 a.m. for practice,
you've got to know how to bud-
get your time," said Amy.
As an important a mem-
ber as Amy is for the Women's
team, John H. Graziadei has be-
come an equally vital part of the
Men's team over the past four
years.
Similar to Amy, academ-
ics have always played an im-
portant role in John's life. A
double major in History and Art
History and co-captain of the
men's crew team, John was re-
cently awarded the distinction
of ECAC Scholar Athlete.
John has always kept a
heavy athletic presence in his
life, but did not take up rowing
until he was in college.
He had wrestled for seven
years, played soccer for six, and
lacrosse for three, but after
graduating from Choate Rose-
mary Hall he spent a year at St.
Andrews University in Scotland,
taking time off from his beloved
and much practiced athletic en-
deavors.
"I thought that I needed a
break, but found that I could
never separate myself from
sports," he said, and so he be-
gan the search for a new activ-
ity.
"I hadn't been doing a
sport for a year, and things at
college weren't going as well for
me as I had intended," he ex-
plained.
"There seemed to be
something missing from my life.
What I really needed were the
physical aspects of sports, which
help keep my mind active."
John, "liked the idea that
crew was an all-year sport," and
heard that crew was something
which many people start at the
college level.
"I think that crew is a
beautiful sport, and I love the
outdoors and the water, so it
seemed perfect," he said.
And so began a marriage
which would end in John being
elected Men's Varsity co-cap-
tain for senior year.
He found crew to be
unique among the several sports
he had tried.
"Crew is intense, but it is
a different kind of intensity, I
liked the equal weight class com-
petition of wrestling and the
team spirit aspects of soccer and
lacrosse, and found crew to have
it all."
John rows in the six seat
of the Varsity Lightweight Eight,
in which no rower can exceed
160 lbs. and the boat average
must be below 155 lbs.
"Lightweight rowers, in
my opinion, are the best at the
sport because the size factor is
diminished: technique and fit-
ness really emerge as the impor-
tant factors," he explained.
It is just this fitness which
has allowed John to become a
strong part of the Men's Varsity
team, and a leading Trinity un-
dergraduate who takes his stud-
ies as seriously as his sport.
"I don'treally separate the
two [athletics and academics],
and the mixture has combined
to augment my success in both
areas," said John.
"I enjoy both, and they
play off each other to keep me
personally motivated. They cre-
ate a balance of mind and body,
working as a unit, which allows
me to be successful all around."
When he heard of his se-
lection as Scholar Athlete, John
felt as if he had been rewarded
for something which had al-
ready rewarded him in a variety
of ways.
"I was enormously please
[to get the award], said John,
"because a scholar and an ath-
le te are the ways in which I view
myself. The two things most
important to me are school and
athletics, and it was nice to be
noted as one who could balance
them successfully."
Crew, he agrees, is an es-
pecially team-oriented sport,
and thus it is important to be
able to endure the company of
his teammates.
"I would never have en-
joyed rowing as much if I hadn't
been rowing with people I was
such good friends with," he said.
"With crew, you get to
spend time with people, work-
ing hard and doing something
positive and constructive out-
side of school, and you get some-
thing people who aren't in a
sport lack."
Despite his hard work, his
senior season has not turned out
to be all that he had hoped, yet
John remains optimistic.
"We're really psyched for
NewEnglands. We've been get-
ting stronger and more consis-
tent all year, and the time is
right to make something hap-
pen."
New Englands promise to
be a challenge for both the Men's
and Women's teams, however,
regardless of the outcome both
Amy and John will retain fond
memories of their experiences
with Trinity's Crew program.
New Englands are this Satur-
day at Lake Quinsigamond in
Worcester, Massachusetts.
SYRACUSE BROAD
APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR...
AFRICA • AUSTRALIA • CZECH REPUBLIC •
ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • HUNGARY •
ISRAEL • ITALY • POLAND • SPAIN
• Courses Taught in English and Host Country
Language
• SU Credit
• Field Trips/Traveling Seminars
• Internships
• Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
• Home Or Apartment Placements
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472
.M.MM.M.M.M.M.MM.M.MM.M..
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Profile: Griffin Leads Women's Lacrosse By Example
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l ik i ' h i ' r t i ' . u i t i t t . i i f i w i l l , , n n i tin*
anto i in l nl j u i l i l i f i i v --hi ' K .tr
C l i s l o n i i ' t l Ht r f i ' t ' i v i i t j ' I'.• i n * * ! I n
nolh i i i ) ' , - V e t w i i l u t u t ( f i f i l i ' i f i i
s i v i ' p l . i y " I h i ! * • n l f m " ' » i , r . i
c a p t a i n n l ( h e w i » m < ' n \ l.ii (,<•,•:,•
( W i l l , t i l l ' l t . W I t i l l I f . V ; i i i I M [ » ( ! ' ( » •
a b l y ni»i H e u i i ! l r ' i > - , i f f t l , m i i
r a n k f i l Ml I M U I U M U V m I d v i
sion HI,
V'.j ' i ' ! t- . ,f . |<f1 u l l v
uajtii risentn Jill is licit1 al r in
ity-
fill lie^anplayinj; lacrosse
i umpetitively in seventh }',rade,
in her h< unt'tinvn ol (ireenwich,
t "tutiiri tum. In hij;h school, Jill
al'.o played on the field hookey
.mil basl-etnal! teams. Jill has
plavedun Trinity's field hockey
team lor Ihepa'.lfouryeais,also
paid. During
UfUllT,!p|'tt'l i.tU'ii, ! |i'. I ' .vrViT, Id
thd Hanl.iur. < ,<M.\ tin* .ttti-titum
(be nlliiisc n-i c ivf . c, uinir'1
Sl.unl.iWt'. VVfiri* v* »u h . u v .i
St'tirili)", M l . t r h i t i i ' I I S M * ( , [ , u r
Ct'il(',ilt ' ' ' t n i t llt<- t i ' . i l n . . t i n ! , t i r '
b l inv i i i f , t i ' . m r , m i l bv '.iiitt-; ni
V->\,72-7, . m i l ,'H *., i» r , r , i - . v t« .
S i n ^ l r m i l t h e i i l l r i i - . i v . - p i - i f n i
niiinci*. NUIIIMII ihf.f<i:tti->f,ivr
f r t i t s w i > u l i l l v i ' M \ - . i l i l f w i t h o u t
a s o l i d i lc l iTi- . t ' . w h n h l i l t h . i ' .
b t ' cn .) j ' . i r t >•( fi ' i hnti •^•.»M»ji'i.
Jill i'i ust'tl (min ing She MU-.IIII 'II
"dirty work" h if tlir (iMiti.m.i rk-
jnj; ilflcmli'i1!,, rU'.irtiy, thr< h.ill
out of the /«IIJC, ,nni nffiuuif,
support mi thiM>lfi-if.ivf fiii) ut
the lii'lii. Jill .i.iiiult*. "if-, j n i v
tralinj- nut ci-ttiitv*, the ,ttt.-ist«>»
you dcm'rvr f i M i l t {Knl>m
Shcpji.m!) It,)', [.i-ri! r>',i\ !iii|t'
portivi'o! tin1 liftt'ii-.i' " A:, ynu
will It'.trn, t'iMi-h Sli.*|«|*.iii! ir. .i
her l.nitcsc tisirn, which in-
* • l i i i l f i l ( . ' r a i t ' ( ' r . t ^ i n , v v e t t t
U i u i t ' l l ' . l t f t l .
Trinity w,c. nut whi 'reji t l
|'!,i!Hit'il on atteniiiiij', school,
"My lii'it i lutit.i' wMi the Uni-
vcr-.itv ol Vermonl, hut I didn ' t
j't'f us < a.iiv C'rajjin had me
lonk at Trinity. When I met
Kuhin 1 rh.iiijji.'il my niind," »%\-
I ' l .mi ' i l i l! Jill a n d coach
• <!.i'p|t.K.| have enjoyt.;d ;\ .spe-
i i.tl i'el,i!ionNhi|i, (ill h,is been
itt.it'hed hy Kdhin for the last
titui yr.HN in both Held hockey
,utd Luiiiv.e "(ill ,\tu\ 1 have
I't'cii tiiinii;;l»,t lot Idf-ether. My
ii'Ki!iur,hip wi th (ill It.vi not ai-
W.IVM I'fi'ii that smooth. But 1
,<hv.ty'< h.itl •( ••eil'ie (hilt whe
tiir.tr-d my judf ' i ' inent ," c \ -
j'laiH'i ii».it h Hheppard.
| i l | \ freshm.m NC.ISOII in
1'•>*«) Wiis iiist:nur,)j,»ijij». AH she
put it. "It was i\ let down from
hy,hSC)>IH)1." Thele.imfinished
4 4 The following Keawn was
noiti" •4iii*"i'iiul as the Iiant<vinf»
.jiwIiliedfitrlhelifAt'pLiyoifs,
where they lost in the semifi-
ti.il-.. List season tiie lacrosst?
te,)j» took .inulhersti'p forward,
finishing 11 ••'!. hart'ly hwin}^  8-7
to MidtlMnirv in I he lin.ils ul
Senior Jill CJiiffin (second from right) excels in both Field Hockey and Lacrosse.
the KCAC tournament1.
Corning into (his season,
the Bantams were facing great
expectation;!. The 1TO team has
12 reluming letU'rwinnera and
only lost two seniors from the
1092 team. Jill said, "coach told
us before the .season began thai
we're supposed to be the 'glory
team.'" In addition to the pres-
sure placed on the team, Jill has
to bear the pressure of being a
co-captain on the "glory team."
Jill admits there i.s additional
stress being the captain. "There
is extra pressure, but it is good
pressure. It helps you do well
for the team."
Coach Sheppard believes
Jill's leadership has been tremen-
dous. Jill leads by example not
words. As coach Sheppard puts
it, "in my 19 years atTrinity, she
is probably one of the top five
greatest captains that I've had."
As the Bantams head for
the playoffs, Jill is confident the
team will be poised to seize the
EC AC title. "I think we will win
it all," claims Jill. If the Bantams
continue to play at this level,
there should be no question they
canwinilall, Thegameawayat
Springfield should be a good
test before the Bantams head for
the ECACs.
Off the field, Jill is a politi-
cal science major. Her plans
after graduation are to travel to
Wyoming this summer with
friends. "Afterwards, I want to
settle down somewhere in Bos-
ton and teach little children.
Then later 1 can decide what I
want to do," explains Jill. No
matter what Jill plans on doing,
she feels her four seasons on the
field hockey and lacrosse team
have been a highlight of her
years at Trinity. "I love it, I
wouldn't change a thing."
Coach Sheppard will un-
doubtedly miss Jill. "The one
thing about Jiil is {hat she is al-
ways consistent. She is sharp,
fit, intense, competitive, and a
superb leader,"
University of Hartford
Barney Means
Business
The ONE-YEAR MBA
Prepare now to meet the managerial challenges
of the changing global economy.
If you are graduating this May with a BS8A or its equivalent
you can now earn an MBA in as few as 10 months through
the Barney School of Business and Public Administration s
ONE-YEAR MBA PROGRAM.
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8-7 Baseball Takes Two From Albertus Magnus
BY BETH FENWICK
Sports Writer
After a week of five games, Trinity
now holds a record of 8-7. On Monday,
they beat Teikyo Post 11-0 and then lost
two to Williams on Saturday and took
two from Albertus Magnus on Sunday.
On Monday at Trinity, the Ban-
tams shutout Teikyo Post. Jeff Owens '94
started on the mound and had a total of
five, strikeouts in six innings. He was
relieved by Lloyd Nemerever '93 in the
seventh and Rob Dowling '95 relieved
him in the ninth. On the day, Bantam
pitchers struck out ten.
Trinity started to collect runs in the
first when Owens crushed one deep to
center, for an inside the park home run.
In the second, Peter Tighe '95 walked
and got to second on a passed ball. When
Michael Ranieri '96 singled, Tighe ad-
vanced to third. Ranieri went to second
on a passed ball. When Dan Coppola'95,
up next, singled, he drove in both Tighe
and .Ranieri. Also playing well in this
game were Jeff Devanney '93 and co-
captain. Paul Broderick '93 who each
brought in two runners in the forth,
Devanney with a double and Broderick
with a single. Broderick also doubled in
the seventh to bring in Chris Sheehan '96.
' On Saturday, Trinity traveled up
to Williamstown for a doubleheader.
Unfortunately, the Bants dropped both
games, 12-3 and 8-7. In the firs t game, the
Bantams scored two of their three runs in
theforthinning. Owensdoubled to bring
in Ranieri who had earlier doubled. In
the fifth, Orlando singled and was
brought home after a Broderick double
and a Williams error.
Unfortunately, Williams was an
offensive power house. The Ephs scored
four in the first, three of wh ich were on a
home run. They got five more in the
third and put the game out of reach with
five runs in the sixth. Nemerever started
and pitched five innings, giving up 10
hits and eight earned runs. Courtney
Little '95 relieved him in the fifth. After
pitching to three batters and giving up
one hit and one earned run, Little was
replaced by Dave Henry '96 who fin-
ished the game, allowing one hit and two
earned runs.
In the second game, the score was
much closer, but Trinity lost 8-7. Wil-
liams got a run in both the first and the
second. But in the third, Devanney hit a
home run bringing in Coppola and
Sheehan, giving Trinity a 3-2 lead.
At the end of the third inning, Trin-
ity maintained the lead at 4-3. The forth
run was scored on a single by Coppola
which brought in Ranieri. In the forth
inning Williams got another run, but
Trinity did too on a sacrifice fly by catcher
and co- captain Rafaniello which brought
in Devaivney.
In the fifth, Williams scored throe
runs and starting pitcher Owens, who
had given up eight hits and six named
runs was relieved by Dowling. In the
sixth, Ranieri got nn RBI on a grounder
which brought third baseman Broderick
across home plate. Williams still led, 7-6.
In the top of the seventh, Sheehan tied
the game with a shot down the first base
line to drive in Coppola who had singled
and stolen second. In llie bottom of the
seventh, Williams scored the final and
game winning rim on a Trinity error.
On Sunday, Trinity played a
doubleheader against Alberlus Magnus.
The weatherwasexcellentand the bleach-
ers below the quad were full of Trinity
fans. In the first game, the Bantams won
10-2. Even though Albertus Magnus got
a run in the first inning on an overthrown
ball, they were to be denied any other
runs. Al Carbone '95 pitched a complete
game, allowing only one earned run,and
helping himself out by starting three
double plays. In the fi rst inning for Trin-
ity, Broderick brought in Tony Canata
'93 who had singled and stolen second.
Ranieri scored Broderick on a single.
Owens, right behind Ranieri in the bat-
ting order, hit a ground rule double to
left field to bring in Devanney from sec-
ond.' Sheehan brought in Ranieri, who
had moved to third after Owens's hit, lo
make the score 4-1. Later, in the forth,
Devanney hit his fifth home run of the
senson. For the game, Broderick and
Tighe had Ivvo KIM, while Owens,
Sheohnn, Ranieri, and I'aolo Sorio'96all
had one.
In I he second game, the Bantams
came away with a l)-0 shut out. Ryan
O'ConiK'll 'yfi started lite game and only
allowed two hils. I .itlle relieved him in
the sixth and ended the game when he
forced the batter lo hi la slow grounder to
Sheehan, Trinity's short slop, who
popped it lo the second baseman Matt
Orlando '95 who, in turn threw it to the
versatile Carbone at first.
Offensively, the Bantsstnrted early.
In the first inning, Devanney who walked
and went lo second and third on passed
balls, was brought in by the consistently
hard hilling Broderick. In the third in-
ning, Sheehan hil a three run double,
bringing in Ranieri, Owens, and Coppola,
making the score 5-0. The four other
Bantam runs wen; scored in the forth
inning. Ranieri scored on a passed ball,
and Rafaniello hit an RBI single. Finally,
Carbone hil a line d rive to cen ter to bring
in Rafaniello and Coppola who singled
and stole second.
Next week the Bantams face East-
ern Connection Ion Wednesday, Bowdoin
on Friday and have n doubleheader
against Colby on Saturday. HaslernConn
is nationally ranked, but if Trinity can
play up lo their potential they have a
chance to upset Has tern.
Sailing Program Returns Victoriously To Trinity
BY CHRIS ELIA
Sports Writer
The Trinity Sailing Team
is Back. Revived after a-twenty-
somelhing year hiatus, a grow-
ing team of devoted coed sailors
has been road-tripping to Essex,
Connecticut several times a
week to practice and race against
some of the finest sailors inNew
England.
Basecl at the Petlipaug
Yacht Club, Trinity has a fleet of
eight collegiate 420's currently
on loan from The Lawrenceville
School, plus a privately owned
launch. The team consists of
eight active sailors.
This weekend was the
third straight weekend of
intercollegiate regattas. The
competitions have taken place
at Boston University on the
Charles River, Massachusetts
Maritime Academy on Cape
Cod, and at Essex. Trinity has
competed against all the tradi-
tionalpowerhouses: Tufts, Yale,
continued from page 24
three hits, and bringing in an
amazing six runs. That's a ca-
reer for some players!
But Macaro has had the
sweet swing all season long,
which has translated into an
average better than .420. The
Bantams scored one run in the
second, two runs in the third
inning, and three runs in the
fourth, finally blanking the Car-
dinals 11-0.
Trinity, riding the wave
of a six game winning streak;
came into the weekend antici-
pating the possibility of hosting
this year's NESCAC tourna-
ment. They were to play con-
secutive doubleheaders against
Williams and Clark.
Harvard, Brown, Boston Col-
lege, as well as Conn College
andU.R.1.
Last Sunday's regatta at
Essex was Trinity's most suc-
cessful. Thecompetitive Trinity
team defeated all participating,
established NESCAC teams, in-
cluding Wesley an, Amherst,
and Smith. Trinity's top two
boats, consisting of Graham
Shelter '94 and Chris Elia '96,
and Rick Morris '93 and Tish
Wick '96, finished second.
Highlights included three
first places, and consistent sec-
ond and third place finishes. A
fifteen knot wind speed also
helped Trinity. These placings
increased the confidence as well
as the reputation of the Trinity
Sailing team.
This coming weekend is
the final series of regattas for the
spring season. Next fall Trinity
has a full schedule with regattas
at Brown, Yale, and Boston Uni-
versity. The team welcomes in-
terested sailors.
Skipper Graham Schelter '94 with crew Chris Elia '96 drive windward in route to
of Trinity's three first place Finishes Sunday in Essex, Connecticut. one
btiitdiAs LoUfif
Roy once again pitched
the opening game. From the
outset, one could tell that Wil-
liams was a well drilled team.
This would be a good test of the
teams' true strength.
In the bottom of the first
inning, Kathy Moynagh lead off
with an infield single. Senior
captain Angela DeNicola fol-
lowed with a sacrifice to put
Moynagh in scoring position.
Falcigno thendoubled her home.
Falcigno, who has
struggled with the bases empty,
has done a excellent job with
runners inscoringposition, pick-
ing up her team leading 12th
RBI on that double.
The Bants then followed
with a four run third inning,
giving them a 5-1 lead. Many
thought the game was in hand,
but in the top of the seventh, the
Ephs came back with a two out
rally. Roy gave up a walk, and
two hits to their 2,3, and 4 hit-
ters in the lineup. She was able
to regroup, however, as she got
Williams' Leslie Whitcomb to
ground out to end the game.
At this point, the Bants
were playing Oawless Softball.
The team pitching was unbe-
lievable, everyone was hitting
the ball solidly, and the team
defense was virtually perfect.
But, everything wasn't so per-
fect. The Bantams, in the second
game of the doubleheader,
seemed to forget the fundamen-
tals.
Patty Sarmuk '95 was
rattled early, and she was hit
hard throughout the game. The
team defense also faltered,
which made Sarmuk's perfor-
mance look much worse. Wil-
liams shut down Trinity's hit-
ters, as their ace, Amy Prieto,
pitched a one-hitter.
Falcigno put it best when
she described Prieto's perfor-
mance as being "simply awe-
some." While the Bants won the
first game 5-3, they dropped the
second game 14-1 in a short-
ened 5 inning drubbing.
On Sunday the team trav-
eled to Clark, where they were
expected to sweep a team that
was not considered to be in
Trinity's class. Clark, however,
had other plans. The Cougars
proceeded to sweep the Ban-
tams.
Roy took the loss in the
first game, while Sarmuk was
credited with the loss in the sec-
ond. In a losing effort, Sarmuk
rebounded from her poor out-
ing against Williams by pitch-
ing into the 10th inning. All
things considered, however, it
was a costly day at the ballyard.
Losing three in a row has
hurt the Bantams chances of
making the playoffs. With four
games remaining, the Bants may
need to win all four to make it
over the bubble.
They play today at home
against Ml. Hol'yoke. On Satur-
day, they (ravel to Albertus
Magnus fora doubleheader. The
Banis finish with a game against
a highly rated Tufts team at
home next Monday.
Baseball (8-
Batter
Coppola
Rnnieri
Rafaniello
Devanney
Shechnn
Owens
Urodorick
Carbone
Tighe
Sorio
lA'mbo
Mitchell
Canata
Orlando
Sullivan
Donahue
Rooney
Pitcher
Carbono
Owens
Nemerever
O'Cotmell
Shuohan
Dowling
Popek'fiki
Little
Henry
Mitchell
Singles
1. Renter
11
17
16
13
16
10
10
15
6
7
3
2
1
3
5
3
3
1
W-l.
M)
1-1
1-2
2-1
0-0
0-2
0-0
1-1
0-0
0-0
2. Lwrenee
3. Beard
4. Eddy
5. Brick
6. McCord
Witiig
• 5 )
R
13
61
5
19
9
10
7
1
6
2
0
0
4
10
1
2
2
IP
23.1
23.0
22.2
17.0
1.0
5.2
4,0
12.1
7.2
1,0
RBI
8
8
7
14
9
2
10
7
8
2
1
0
0
3
1
4
4
ERA
2.70
3,91
4.76
4.76
0.00
1,59
2.25
4.38
12.91
45.00
AVG
.447
.372
.351
.320
.303
.286
.268
.231
.1,75
.375
.333
.333
.250
.217
.200
.136
.077
K
15
17
IB
17
0
5
3
4
11
3
Men's Te
w
2
2
2
4
0
0
o •
I.
5
4
4
3
4
3
1
Statistics
Men's Lacrosse (3-6)
Player Sh G A
Carlin 47 18 7
Kastrud 35 12 9
Robinson 45 12 5
Phelps 24 8 6
Tansill 30 5 6
Parzych 19 5 6
Stempien 28 9 1
Porto 34 7 3
Franco 19 3 4
Davis 18 2 5
Masi 3 2 1
MacKeigan 3 2 1
Rhoads 3 0 1
Dibble 4 1 0
FitzSimons 1 0 0
Edwards 2 0 0
Dempsey 0 0 0
Weber 0 0 0
Newsome 0 0 0
Lenzner 0 0 0
Hankard 0 0 0
Ailard 2 0 0
Siegert 0 0 0
Karrni 0 0 0
Goaltender W-L SVS
Ronan 3-5 112
Hopkins 0-1 32
EisenhaurerO-0 5
Doubles
1. Reuter & Lawrence
Reuter & Eddy
2. Beard & Kane
Katzman & Kane
Kane & Eddy
3. Brick & McCord
Wittig & Thompson
SVS% GAA
.671 8.1
.508 14.8
1.000 0.0
Women's Lacrosse (11-0)
ShPlayer
Cragin
Rice
Cranis
Leary
Davison
Berkman
Ryzcek
Jones
Griffin
Hubbard
Burnham
Granet
Menoyo
Fenwick
Smith
Gilmor
Morre
Goaltender W-L
Nicolls 9-0
Fernandes 2-0
SVS% GAA
.562 6.3
.625 9.0
' Women's National Collegiate
Lacrosse Poll
Team
1. Trenton
2. William Smith
3. Ithaca
4. Trinity
5. Franklin & Marshall
6. Middlebury
7. Johns Hopkins
8. Tufts
9. Denison
10. Williams
11, Roanoke
12. Rowan
13. Hamilton
14. Washington & Lee
15. Conn College
Record*
(8-0)
(9-1)
(6-1)
(9-0)
(8-1)
(5-1)
(10-1)
(6-1)
(10-2)
(3-3)
(8-2)
(8-1)
(7-3)
(9-2)
(7-0)
Hunks to Chris FJrown, Debby Gammons '93 and Kate Armstrong '94 for providing the Statistics. •ns of 4/22
Broken Windows II
In an effort to minimize the damage to Presi-
dent Gerety's office windows, a new foul line was
chalked on the north quad last Tuesday, The new line
decreased the angle of the field from ninety degrees to
around seventy, and the bases went from a square to
a parallelogram.
Nevertheless, play continued, and last Wednes-
day a stiff wind had the flag pointing straight out to
left. In the first game of the day, a senior, who asked
not to be identified, but suggested that he be written
up as Thor, hammered one toward the Chapel. The
ball struck Trinity's landmark about thirty feet up,
rightin the middle of, you guessed it, a window. In all,
four of the small diamond shaped panes were shat-
tered, and Thor managed but a triple.
Later in the game another senior who Thor
identified only as "G-Gerry" hit one further than
Thor's shot, but G-Gerry missed the window, and was
held to a mere double.
Record Setters
Women's Lacrosse
Grace Cragin '93 is rewriting Trinity's record
books. After breaking the record for goals in a career
two weeks ago, Cragin has tied Ellie Pierce's '88
school mark for points in a career at 183. Cragin
racked up seven points (4 goals, 3 assists) in Trinity's
18-6 victory over Amherst last Saturday giving her 44
goals and 58 points on the year. With 150 career goals
and three regular season games still to play, Cragin
has already bettered the former record by 19 goals.
Lexi Rice'93, who has played along side Cragin
in both Field Hockey and Lacrosse, is also having a
stellar season. Wee has 36 goals and 47 points this
season, and is beginning to climb up the school record
list. Rke is currently seventh in goals with 110 and
sixth in points with 142.
Record Setters (continued)
Women's Track
Last Weekend, Trinity competed in the Conn
Championships and established two school records.
Lisa Michelizza '94 continues to break her own record
in the hammer throw. Earlier this spring, Michelizza
shattered the former school mark of 112'3" when she
tossed the hammer 13O'll". Last Saturday, Michelizza
broke her ownrecord by more thansixfeetwithal37'l"
throw. In the longjump,Christine Siegfried established
a new Bantam mark whenshe leaped 17'3 3/4". Siegfried
bettered the old record of 17' 2 3 /4" set by Kate
McGowan, by only one inch.
Softball
After much anticipation, pitcher Julie Roy '93
broke the record for wins in a career. With three wins
last week, Roy's season record stands at 6-2. Her six
victories give her 34 career wins, eclipsing the former
Trinity record of 32, established by Leanne LeBrun '89.
Baseball
With the season winding down, a couple of Ban-
tams have a chance to set records. Senior co-captain
Paul Broderick continues to chase Matt Miller '89 for
most hits in a career. Last week, Broderick had seven
hits to bring his career total to 96. Broderick has started
at third for four seasons, and has been a two year
captain. He needs a mere four hits to tie Miller at 100.
Centerfielder Jeff Devanney '93 is closing in on
the Bantam record forborne runs in a season. Devanney
has been on a recent tear, collecting all five of his homers
in the last two weeks. The Trinity record is seven, set by
Todd Dagres in 1981.
Athlete of the Week
This week's Athlete of the Week is golfer
Brendan Monahan '95. Monahan won the NESC AC
Championship last weekend by shooting a remark-
able 72-76. Monahan was the only underclassman
among the leaders, and he beat, among others, a two
time All-American from Amherst who finished third
in the NCAA tournament last year. Brendan is the
first Bantam in the eighteen year history of the event
to take the title. Congratulations Brendan on being
named Athlete of the Week.
Josh and Tohn
Track stars Josh Bruno '93 and John Mullaney
'93 competed in the Conn Championships last week-
end. In the 100m dash, Josh got the better of John, but
only by .08 seconds. Josh took second place, finishing
in 11.51 seconds. John was a very close sixth, crossing
the line in 11.59 seconds. Josh also took fourth place
in the 200m dash, with a time of 23.20.
Bo Knows...
Women's Tennis star Bo Hewitt '93 partici-
pated in the New England Showcase last weekend in
Wellesley, Massachusetts, The tournament featured
the top 16 Division III collegiate players from the
Northeast. Hewitt, who had not played competi-
tively on a consistent basis since the fall season, fared
exceptionally well. She progressed to the quarter
finals where she fell in three sets to the second seed.
In case you overlooked it
"When I win, I want to win by a lot, so that next
time a guy knows he's going to run against me he
doesn't want to invite hisparents."
Josh Bruno '93 in last week's profile
TRIPOD
Women's Lax Climbs To Fourth In National Poll
BY ELLEN SCORDINO
Sports Writer
The Women's Lacrosse Team has
continued to chart a perfect course. After
eleven games the team remains
undefeatable. During their two victori-
ous games this past week, the team dem-
onstrated their talent in front of the home
fans.
LastTuesday, April 20th, the Bants
faced Holy Cross, a Division I team.
Despite the 16-5 score. Coach Robin
Sheppard did not feel the Bants played
exceptionally well. She noted, "The team
had a lot of trouble with midfield con-
nections." Defensively, however, Kelsey
Hubbard '93 played an excellent game
keeping tabs on Holy Cross's high scorer.
On the offense, Trinity continued to gar-
ner points throughout the game. Lexi
Rice '94,GraceCragin '93, Whitney Cranis
'94, and Robin Leary '95 all contributed
to this plethora of points.
The Bants next game was Satur-
day, April 24th against Amherst. For the
first fifteen minutes of the first half, the
game was very competitive. Each team
was playing superbly. At this point the
score was 3-3, but the Bants soon super-
seded their opponents to finish the game
with a triumphant score 18-6. Rice,
Cragin, and Leary tallied four goals a
piece. Rice and Cragin also added three
assists each, giving them an outstanding
seven, game points.
Kara Ryzcek '96 also had a notable
game in the midfield, playing well de-
fensively and offensively. Hubbard had
another game of remarkable defense as
she made scoring practically impossible
for the rivalhigh scorer. Sanny Burnham
'95 also had a striking performance in
this game, coming off the b ench very late
in the game to contribute an assist.
At the conclusion of the first eleven
games of their season the women stand
fourth in the Intercollegiate Women's
Lacrosse Coaches Association (ICWLC A)
poll of Division III national lacrosse
teams. The Northeast region contains six
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Grace Cragin '93 nets one of her four goals last Saturday in Trinity's 18-6 victory over Amherst. BEN KADLEC
of the top fifteen teams ranked in the
1CWL.CA poll, which means that the
Bants are in for serious competition dur-
ing the upcoming ECAC tournament.
This coming week the Bants also
have a very competitive schedule. To-
day, the team will be playing Springfield
College, who is ranked fourth in Divi-
sion II.
Next, they will be meeting with
Connecticut College for their resched-
uled game. Conn College has been
undefeated so far this season, and Trin-
ity is looking forward to a very exciting,
intense match. On Saturday the team
will be traveling to Babson where they
will meet Bowdoin on neutral territory.
Golfer Takes NESCAC Trophy
Monahan Wins Title
BYJAYMONAHAN
Softball On The Bubble
BYTONMOSKOWITZ
Sports Writer
.The women's Softball team has
slipped into a hole that could tew
thetnin trouble fortheplayoffe, Bnter-
g
cowling off of four consecutive wins,
white posting a B"t record. But since
tJuspastSaturday, Trinity hasdropped
three m a row, and now sits on the
babble for a playoff spot
The Bantams opened the week
with an impressive series of wins at
home. The Bates Bobcats entered the
game last Tuesday confident that they
cou!dmatchTrmity'sJulieRoy'93pitch
for pitch, gut they never realized just
1
 how strong an athlete Roy has become,
Roy pitched a two-hitter, giving up
ortly one unearned run In the second
inning. She also got supporteariyfrom
her fellow teammates.
In. the bottom of the first inning
BJ. Toolaii '95 roped a-bases loaded
double, scoring two runs. Later, in a
five-run fifth inning, there were con-
secutive sirjgles by Lea Macaro '93^
Maura Tukey'%, and Julie Roy, who
helped her own cause. Trinity ended
their scoring in the fifth inning, in a.
game that was shortened to live m-
rtingsbecauseof themercyfuk Kafhy
Moynagh '93 walked and then stole
second {ninth stolen base of the sea-
son); ' " . , . , . '
With a duck, on the pond, Jodi
Faidgno '93 stepped up to the plate,
and stroked a single, bringing home
Moynagh, Por the game, Patcigno was
1 for 4 with 3 RBI, Macaro was 2 for 4
with! RBI, and Tooted Was 3for3 with
3 RBI. AU had huge days, translating
into an i i- l victory.
The Bants followed with a game
against rival Wesleyan the next day.
Many of the Trinity women have faced
Wesleyan before in the always heated
basketball matchups. This game
proved to be no different.
Roy was impressive once again,
pitching yet another complete game
shutout. The Bants got off to a quick
start, scoring five runs in the first in-
ning, Tookn, Audrey Stress '95, and
Macaro helped get things going with
three conaecutivesingles, Stross had a
strong day going 2 for 2 with 1 RBI,
It was Maearo, however, who
was the star of the game. She had an
amazing day at the plate, smacking
pteUse turn to page 22
Sports Writer
After an excellent fall season, the
golf team returned to the links following
a shortened spring break. Due to the
dismal weather of the past month, many
courses have been closed and the team
has played without much practice. Most
of Trinity's opponents, such as Williams,
Amherst, Hamilton and Middlebury,
were able to travel south and hone their
skills.
Trinity began its season at Laurel
View Country Club in Avon on April
14th against Wesleyan and Quinnipiac.
The match was split with a victory over
Wesleyan and a loss to Quinnipiac. Lead-
ing all scorers was Brendan Monahan
with a score of 73.
Las t Tuesday, Nichols and Worces-
ter State travelled to Trinity's home
course, Farmington Woods. The Bants
beat both squads and were again led by
Monahan who recorded a 76. Also con-
tributing were Jay Monahan '93
(Brendan's older brother) with a 79 and
Dana Volpe '95 with an 85. Last Friday,
Trinity's final match of the season, at
Williams, was snowed out.
Last weekend, the NESCAC cham-
pionships were held at Williams' Taconic
Golf Club. Although the conditions were
unfavorable, the tournament was played.
Going in to the tournament, the
perennial favorites, Amherst and Wil-
liams, were expected to prevail. The
Trmity representatives were the
Monahans,Volpe,DerekMatoka'93,andPrescott Stewart '93.
The younger Monahan entered the
tourney playing exceptional golf. He
followed an excellent fall season with a
torrid spring. Nevertheless, Monahan
knew that he would need a victory in
Williamstown to even have a chance at
being selected to play m the Division III
NCAA tournament.
With this in mind, Monahan roared
out of the clubhouse with an eagle-par-
birdie on the first three holes. Monahan
continued to play well through out the
round and finished with a remarkable
score of 72.
Trinity ended Saturday's round in
fourth place. Jay Monahan (81), Volpe
(85), and Matoka (93) all played excellent
golf for the Bants.
In the final round Brendan
Monahan was paired with Luke Ryan of
Amherst, who had also shot a 72 on
Saturday, and is a two time All-Ameri-
can. Monahan started slowly and found
himself four over par after four holes.
However, on the fifth hole he came to life
after holing out a shot from the bunker.
Monahan proceeded to make ten
straight pars. While he was charging
toward the title, his opponents were fal-
tering. Monahan finished the day with a
76, while Ryan dropped all the way to
fourth with an 83,
Trinity Coach Bill Dietrick said
"Brendan's performance was certainly
the finest I have seen since coming to
Trinity and certainly one of he best in the
history of this tournament. I enjoyed
watching Brendan beat his favored ad-
versaries. This performance should make
our team more attractive to prospective
college golfers."
The Bantams placed fourth in the
tourney behind Amherst, Williams, and
Hamilton. On Sunday, Jay Monahan
(79), Volpe (87), and Matoka (91), kept
Trinity in contention.
The Bants have completed one of
their most successful seasons in recent
memory, and now the team has turned
its attention to Brendan Monahan who
must wait to hear if he has been selected
to play in the National Championships.
"It has always been my goal to qualify f°r
the tournament."
